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ABSTRACT

This thesis draws on historical , narrative and translative theories to

expose some of the ways in which female-authored historical narratìves differ
from traditional histories both jn form and content. After deterrûining what

has normalìy constituted "history," the introductory chapter focuses on

narratologists Mjchael Toolan's and Gerard Genette's technìques that post-

structuralist, and particularly femìnist, writers have employed ìn order to

re-present a version of history in which womenrs bodjes, desires and

experìences are valued. The authors here studied, Daphne Marlatt and Lola

Lemire Tostevin, confront and subvert the historical tradition which has

excluded womenrs voìces, not simply by deconstructing existìng patr.iarchaì

narrative structures, but by reformuìating a method of writing that aìlotcs

them to translate theìr thoughts into text,

The second chapter focuses on Daphne Marlatt's Ana Hjstoric, showìng how

Marlatt resists the monologic language of past accounts by subvertjng

hjstorical , economic, and medical discourses, Marlatt proposes instead a

multi-coloured narrative whìch joìns together the voices of many women who, by

sharìng their personal experiences, establish a female community and culture,

The third chapter analyses Lola Lemire Tostevin's Froo Moon, revealing

how the author writes against a singular discourse by celebrating the diverse

traditions, places and voices that have contributed to her ìdentity, Tostevin

deviates from the typical narrative scheme, fluctuating between two narrators,

tjme frames, and languages to offer her own translation of history,

The conclusive chapter emphasìzes the importance of translatìon as a

process through which women establish theìr identities. Audrey Thomas'

Latakja is suggested as a third book that could be adapted for this study.



CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
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The title of this paper, "Gendered Historical Narrative: l{omen in

Translation, " encompasses four major veins of theory in contemporary literary

studies: historicìsm, narratology, translation, and the feminist theories that

weave them together, The titìe also aims to introduce (by tjtillating) the

reader to recent controversies about the nature of historical writing and its

connectÍon to narrative discourse and, above all, ìts relationship wjth

feminist dìscourse; the colon. splices the title into haìves to emphasize the

(at least) two-sided ìnterpretatìon of history. Doninating the one sjde, the

word "gendered" necessarily reinforces the clain that male and female versions

of history not only telt different tales but that they are also told in quite

djfferent ways. Until recently, the patliarchal version of narrative has

unquestionably been the accepted norm. Historian Hans Keìlner argues that

feminists "are concerned with the dilemmas of enterìng a discourse Iincluding

historicaì discoursel, which, by its very structure as rational, sequential

thought, they assert, excludes a certain notion of wonan, as body, freedom,

0ther" (17). The colon seeks to connect the tyro sides of the equation, the

"real" (history) and the "imaginary" (the translation of this history through

the trans'lator's imaginatìon): "the colon t{ith its two small dots, two tiny

hands pulsing an introduction across the gap" (Marlatt, "Labyrjnth" 246)' To

translate a male-centered history into a discourse that celebrates, or at

least recognizes, female experiences, women must use the cola (a rhythmica]

unit of an utterance) to introduce their voìces: to hear their voice jn the

quotation foìlowìng the punctuatìon which has so often marked/sìlenced them.

l{omen writers, more so than men, have felt the need to investigate narrative

to create a space in nhich they can re-wrjte themseìves by articulating their

thoughts and emotions. Canadian authors Daphne Marlatt (Ana Historic) and Lola
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Lemjre Tostevin (Froq Moon) seek to break out of the closed patrilineaì

circuit which has expressly denied (fait exprès) female story a significant

presence in its exclusive monologue on past events.

Femìnist authors such as these two do not desire to create an

essentialist, binary opposition between male and female writers by diverging

fron the "officïal" man-made history to wlite their own historical narratives,

so much as to instiìi a mode of writing in which women can enforce their

individualìty, This paper focuses on what narrative innovations women have

adopted to estabìish their presence in the masculìne canon and re-present

themselves by voicing their hitherto untold stories, for, as feminist critic
Luce lrigaray suggests, to find a voice (voix) is to fjnd a way (voie). The

way in whìch vJomen can encourage an appreciatìon and valuing of their

expeliences is not by fìxating on t/¡e sexual difference among wonan and Man,

but by contemplating the diversity between and within women, Sally Robinson

makes an important dìstinction between l¡loman and women, observing that Woman

"identifies a difference," whereas women "as a plural and heterogeneous

category fractures that singuìarity" (3) and brings aìl women in under that

sign, Citing l{oman's (with a capital "W") body as the overarching difference

between the genders risks enclosing women writers in a theory of difference

marked by specificity and locality, whereas viewing vlomen's multipl icitous

gender distinctions within culture opens up a more generalized, systematic

theory of vromen 's wniting.

"Gender difference is a difference in language" affirms Robinson, "but

it is also a difference ìn experience, widely concejved as a subject's

relation to discourse and social systems" (27). l{hi le wonen write about their

experiences as female in a patrjarchal cuìture, using its ljmìted ìanguage,
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they adapt it to more effectively express their thoughts and emotions and to

alot a space for themselves in the narrative network. In keeping with post-

structuralist theory, feminists realize the ìmportance of language as a site

of social real ity, the place where they construct their subjectivity to enable

them to think, speak, and give meaning to the world around them, Identìfying

themselves as subject, women feel in control and are thus in a position to

give meaning to their lived realíty, hitherto bypassed by a history whìch

claims to speak for rvomen as well as men in an allegedly ungendered humanism.

A feminist post-structuralist view sees that experìence has no essentiaì

meanìng but is given va'lue through discourse; within a patriarchal language,

women authors (Marlatt and Tostevin, for my purposes) effectively transcrjbe

their own autobi og raph i cal fictions by using narrative jnnovations to

djfferentiate them from history as we know it, l{hi ìe working to disseminate

the ìiberal-humanist subject (which, though positing to be I'ungendered,rr masks

structures of male privìlege and dornination), femaìe theorists and wrjters

sinultaneously construct a subject which can speak oflforlabout events in

womenrs ìives, The two writers studied in thjs paper disassemble patriarchal

structures inherent in a fixed economy of expression, reformulating a new

method of writing that al lows them to translate their thoughts into text, We

will ultimately see how Marlatt and Tostevin use translative techniques to

decode historical writing and re-code it in order to teìl their own stories.

To appreciate how female authors of historìcaì discourse re-create

through writing their tìves and those of other women, we must necessarìly

briefly outline the historical tradition that vromen nust confront in order to

subvert and rupture jt, what is history? one common díctionary describes it as

"that form of pure representative discourse the subject of whjch is some fact



or event, single or continuous" vJhereas "Ii]f the event or fact js ìmaginary,

jt js fiction" (Funk & Waqnall's). This split definition raises two essential

questìons: if history is conposed of facts, what then constjtutes a "fact,"

and how can history (composed of these facts about past events) be otáer than

an imaginative reconstruction of the past, since no histolian can possibly

accurate'ly and fully re-create past lives or events in all their facticity.

In hi s book, , hi stori an-phi ì osopher

Mjchael Stanford argues that facts about past events do not necessarìly

represent a present, hard, objective reaìity, for the historjan writes "after

the fact," and cannot prove that any event actually occurredl "since

historical events are never present for examination, the 'facts' must always

be inferred rather than dì rectly apprehended" (23). The evidence upon whìch

history is based, therefore, is not necessarily a true account of events but a

narrative believed by historians to be just,

Because the worthiness of historìcaì evidence is subiectìvely

determined, history, "'though based on facts, is strictly speaking, not

factual at aì1, but a series of accepted judgments"' (Barracìough, cited in

Carr 8). Carl Becker more radically asserts that "'facts of history do not

exjst for any hìstorian tjtl he creates them"' (cited ìn Carr 15). Historjcal

evidence, more obviously than evidence in some other dìsciplines, is not

scientificalìy created but rather interpreted by human understanding of human

experience, Since history reflects the (patriarchal) culture in which it is

written, ìts "human" experience has been male-tainted, and the ìiberal-

humanist subject which has proclaimed itself ungendered has in fact concealed

structures of male priviìege and control . History's traditìonaì framework

supports the canonical readings that contains merely the "facts" chosen by a
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hjerarchical body as representatjve of past occurrences, We must ask ourselves

vrhat type of histories wonen can construct for themselves if they are empty-

handed of concrete evidencè (though they have handfuls of ìdeas) about their

past,

Controversy has thus arisen over what kjnd of histories femaìe writers

can create, using onìy their imaginatjon. We return to the second part of the

definition of "history' to further the argurìentl "if the event or fact is

imaginary, it is fiction," Defined as "something invented by the imagìnatìon"

or rran invented story" (Webster's Dictionarv), fiction, it appears, bears

close, but not whoìe resemblance to history. To ìmagine is mereìy to form a

mental image of something not present which is what a historian does each time

s/he re-ìnscrìbes the past. Stanford asserts that a past can only be known

imaginatÍvely and that the most reliable expìorer of the past is one best able

to integrate facts into a living inagined reaì'ity. Marlatt and Tostevin do

just that, writing their own historical fictions by weaving together the past

ìives of women with their own present lives to produce a rrmade-uprr account,

for these women have only scant historical details (facts) to use a basis for

the ìmagined story (a fact/ion, characterized as "seì f-seeki ng" ) ,

Femìnìst, together with new historicist and post-structuralist, writers

argue that a work which incorporates imaginary events and persona should not

be overìooked as an untruthful record of the past simply because it does not

resemble the acknowledged narratìve which, laden with historical dates, events

and personages, clains to be tåe truthful account of what happened at a

specific time andlor pìace, Post-structural i sts wouìd argue that the

subjectivity and meaning of a narrative (history, in this case) are never

absolute but rather are precarjous structures that change, depending on their
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djscursive context, and thus should always be open to chaììenge and re-

definition. Contesting hìstory's pretentious cìaim that the events it recounts

tell the compìete story of what actuaìly happened, fictional histories dilate

the historical (eye) site by al lowìng us to read about episodes that are not

necessarily recorded as having happened (although they could have happened).

Whjle agreeing that fictional discourse does bear uncanny resemblance to

historical dìscourse in format, I posit that the events appropriate to being

recounted within the narrative alter, depending on who is writing the story.

The teìler of the narrative/story/taìe determines bolh what is told and áov it
is told. The way of teltìng a history, too, differs from one person to another

and, especialìy, for my purposes, from one gender to the 0ther' By focusing on

methods of narration (how the story is told), and distinguishing between

narrative as jt has been conventionalìy written, and as it may be

unorthodoxi ca I I y conceived in a femal e-charact er'i z ed narrative, I wjìl discuss

the female hi/story (a "translation" of the accepted discourse that focuses on

women's bodies, desires and experìences) that js created when feminist writers

deviate from the usuaì methods of narration'

To translate, or to "right" (write) a text which has been negligent

with regard to women, is to both I'invent, create, and often to betray--the

source" (Mezei g) and "to remake or remodel out of old materiaì" (Funk &

Wasnalt's). Mar'latt and Tostevin work on the originaì to de-center and

displace it, creating what Barbara Godard terms, a "woman-handIed" text'

Recent theories posit that translation is transformatjon and creation whereas

more dated rationales have perceived translation as equivalence or

transparence, Proponents of the latter positìon argue that a translator,

rather than giving her own jnterpretation, should be faithful to the orì9inal
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(the source text) in order to ensure an identity between the two texts: "'La

traduction consiste ã produire dans la langue d'arrìvée 1'6quivalent naturel

le plus proche du message de ìa langue du départ, d'abord quant ã Ia

signification, puis quant au styìe"' (Mounin, cited in Godard, I'Theorizingrl

47), Godard proposes that a '¡co-textual'r view of interpretatjon, according to

which two undi fferent i ated texts exist side by side, must be modified into a

'rcon-textual'¡ view within which the two works are interreìated and gìven equal

stature ('tTheorizing" 47-8). Because in such a reckoning language is not

transparent--words do not act as wìndows that offer a single, crystallìne

meaning, but as nirrors which reflect a myriad of different meanings--

translation provides equivalence not between the contents/words of two texts'

but between the codìng and decoding of two text systems (content and form).

This linguistic concept of translation can be further extended to a

"gendered" transference of meaning, as we perceive that when women (re)read

and (re)write standard discourses, they are converting the words on the page

into their own language, inscribing the values of a deveìoping women's culture

into the words in order to give them a meaning with which they can identify'

Interpretation of a written work then becomes nore a cultural than a trans-

codìng act; a word in one language cannot alv,¡ays be merely replaced by a word

that carries a similar meaning in another ianguage, for there is often an

underìyìng, unryritten cultural meaning attached to the word that cannot be

transferred without dìfficulty into a different culture. Because words carry

both linguistic and cultural baggage, we cannot sufficiently determine the

sense of a word without placing it within the entire textual system, or larger

culture. Mary Snell-Hornby contends that the person who has any hope of

adequately interpreting a literary vtork must not merely be bilinguaì, but
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bícultural: "Ii ¡f language ìs an integral part of culture, the transìator

needs not onìy profìciency in tvro languages, he must also be at home jn two

cultures" (42), Female authors, ìike many other groups marginalìzed on the

basis of nationality, colour or class, find themselves .in a comparable

position as translator, ìiving and ìrorking between a patriarchal, and a

struggl ing culture in which they are wholly integrated as active particìpants.

Whiìe these authors v,¡rite about female interactions and desires, women still
remain to a large extent tied to standard forms and language in order to

effectjvely communicate thei r realities,

Translation, when paired with feminism, invokes the doubleness of

women's reading/writing the exclusive discourse, for vromen commonly not only

nove from thìs (one) language to anl0ther, but also immerse themselves in two

languages at once, Translator Dôre Michelut, whose maternal tongue is Furlan

(a regionalized Italian dialect) but who speaks predominantly in Englìsh,

remarks that her two languages together constitute the whoìe bracket that is

the extent of her experience (67). Lola Lernire Tostevin would agree, for she

finds that for hen a whoìeness of self is to be found in a space between (both

inside and outside) her two languages (French and English)--a njllieu in which

she can more completely utter herself than if she were communicating in one

language or the other. A similar sentiment is shared by many women writers who

see themselves living the life of a double agent, working in (bonded to) the

domjnant discourse, but interpretìng, communicating ând inventing a rrfeminist"

dis-course that lies somewhere within/beside/around the estabtìshed one,

Daphne Marlatt describes translation as "what wrjting itself is about: sensing

one's way through the sentence, through (by means of) a medìum (language) that

has currents of meaning, its own drift" ("Translating" 27-8),
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A feminist story about the past d/r'ifts from the established historical

canon through its variations in both form (its use of narrative innovations)

and content (its concentration on femaìe experiences). Because both post-

structuralists and new historicists experìnent with narrative form, feminist

wrjters cannot claim sole jurisdiction in this area; it is the combination of

both discursive deviations and a female-centered story Iine that create the

difference in a hìstory told by a Homan, In such a way, the works of lrlarlatt

and Tostevin open a re-vrriting, or a translation, of the privileged discourse.

Marìatt and Tostevin modify a traditional story of the past by fìrstly
resìsting and subverting the unfavourable image of the body presented (or

excluded) ìn historical, economìc, medical, and theologjcal discourses, and

secondly, by offerìng their own ìmage of the body as energing through a

female-inclusive discourse. Their translation can be named as both a

structural process (how the story is told) and a referential process (what is

told in the story) or how the fiction refers to the world in progress. For the

monent, vre will focus on the structural process of interpretation to determine

how Marlatt and Tostevin employ both the techniques set out by narratologists

Gerard Genette and Mjchael Toolan, and their own unique innovations, to

disconnect the power line of an insular historical discourse,

Accordìng to Tooìan, discourse "roughìy denotes all the techniques that

authors bring to bear in theìr varying manner of presentation of the basic

storyrr (10), The most prominent way that fictional writers (includìng

certainly Marlatt and Tostevin) have re-adapted the presentation and

constitution of history is through the exploration of different time frames

and sequences, In Genette ci tes th ree

major distortions in the articulation of the movement from real tjme to story
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tjmer order, duratìon and frequency.

The "order" of a story refers to the relation between the sequence of

events in the story and the actuaì order of presentation in the text whereby

large gaps may occur between some events while others may come closer together

in time, Disparjties, or rranach ron i es, I' between these tt'lo time frames, occur

when a part of the text is told at a point earlier to (prolepsis) or later

than (analepsis) its natural or 'logical positjon in the event sequence which

constìtutes "story." A prolepsis, or "flash ahead" (not a foreshadowìng),

occurs r{hen the narrator reveals future events or situations and then

gradualìy fills in the reader on intervening happenings, jumping closer to the

narratorrs own present. Contrastingìy, an analepsìs, or "flashback, " returns

to the past to pave over gaps in the story line,

Post-structuralist and feminist writers use comparable methods of

recycling the past both to give meaning to a past episode that in its own time

it did not yet have, and to accord ìmportance to an event that it did not once

enjoy. Thìs narrative strategy, which Genette labels "deferred significance,"

allows episodes that were separated in the past to becone reassembled in the

present where they are made sìgnifìcant, being now bound together rather than

scattered through various pages/texts of history. In Ana Historic, Daphne

Marlatt aggrandìzes the life of a woman mentioned briefìy in the Vancouver

Archives, by piecìng together meager scraps of infornation about her

actjvities to re-create for her a whole life (a patchrvork), Through the

wrìting and re-producing of this womants life, the author brìngs insight into

her own I ife--a strategy also adapted by Tostevin. Present and past become

inseparable as the narrators realize that they need to temporally re-order the

events in their lives to give them a coherence they nay not have had jn "real"
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life. The past emerges through the telling of the narrative, which shows how

the past relates to the present. E.H, Carr agrees that ,'the past is

intelligible to us only in the light of the present; and we can fully
understand the present only in the light of the past" (Carr 49). The female

protagonjst cannot take steps into her future without glancìng back to her

past to determine where she has come from and how she has changed; any new

story told about the narrator. ìs interrupted by old stories so that she finds

herself moving forward and backward, backward and for¡,¡ard in time. The

narrators seek to reconcj le their memorjes--what they des.i re to retain or

reject from the past--with their longings--what they tvant fron the future--in

order to be content with their present life.
Luce Irigaray, HéÌène Cixous, and other feninjst theorists, believe

Homenrs writing is particularìy influenced by thìs fluctuation, this cycìical

movement in which women are pulled by diverse longings. Irìgaray, especially,

sees this multipìicity of female desire by which women cìrcìe tolaround/back

from their objects of desire, as representing a new economy, I'one that upsets

the linearity of a project, undermines the goal-object of desire, diffuses the

polarization toward a single pleasure, disconcerts fidelity to a sjngle

discourse" (354), Opposing the linearìty of a hierarchical language by

transcribing the cycle that sìmulates the fenale orgasm, female authors,

Irìgaray says, express theìr sexuaì difference in writing, The text, in takìng

on the rhythm of the female body, opposes the narrative code of a beginning,

middle and ending by becoming a coda--its ending enfolds back into the story

to create an unceasing narrative flow which defies the boundaries of

chronologjcal tine, t\licole Brossard surmises that "female stories become

dé'riv6es, de-rived, or off the main stream, beaching on the banks, the
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margins'r (cited in Wildeman 36). Women wrjters of historicaì fiction shatter

the hourglass, rebellìng agaìnst a linear concept of time, and the female

figure whìch has been molded to fit this construct. The archaic hour-glass is

tipped over to produce a more female-orìented writing uhich receives and

diffuses diverse material and which in its beginnings and conclusions will
rrtend to be expressed more as gradations than as abrupt cut-off points"

(Bennett 24I). lTriting a story told in the present about the past, these women

authors oscillate between the treo tenses, combining them to emphasìze theìr

co-dependency. Although the gap between present and past cannot be filled,
women seek to go where the "Magic Boat goes through that gap in the horizon"

(Thomas 30), the space between water and sky which symbolizes the neeting of

past, present and futu re.

Where there ìs a gap, or a space between the order of the events in real

story time and textuaì time, so is there between the arÌount of time the events

cover in the story and in the text: what Genette refers to as "duration,"

Because an event in story rareìy could command the length of time ìt would

take to read about that full event, there are almost always spatiotemporal

gaps betvjeen scenes that force the reader to abandon "real ìife" time for

textual time, This relationship between the duration of the story and the

length of the text gives the steadiness in speed of a narrative. Aìthough a

study of duration may offer ìnsights into the actual story line, it is not

especially usefuì in thìs paper, whose objective is to determine narrative

differences betneen male and female-authored texts; instead, the paper wìll

concentrate on order and frequency as methods of temporal manipulatìon used

especially by authors Tostevin and Marlatt.

Writers of "new history" further chaìlenge the ordered time structure of
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the accepted version of history by altering the relation between (hì)story and

narration, using a third method of temporal manipulation which Genette calls

"frequency," or the repetitive capacìty which narrative possesses, The

repeated textual tel'l ing of a single narrative event varies wjth each

repetition because each teìler depends on her/his menory, which refuses to

obey the rules of time. Memory distorts and convolutes events so that they

become something different than what they were; their sìgnificance is modified

within the menory of each person who recalls the incidents, However, Stanford

reasons that for "alì jts obvious shortcomings as a form of knowledge of the

past¡ memory surpassès every other in vividness and jn the authenticity of

firsthand expelience--'I was there"' (147). Accordìng to Derrida, each

repetitìon/re-teì ling of a story gives it a different meaning, for it ìs

always toìd in a new context (showjng what he calls diffírance), Hence, femaìe

interpretations of past events cruciaìly dìffer from a male's rendition of the

same episodes because the women's frames events in a different context.

A second way in whìch vriters have sought to create a more personal and

less authoritative account of history points to narrative innovations. The use

of diverse types of narrators and narrations gives a new twist to monologic

accounts which are typìcaìly necited in omniscient third-person, Assuming the

role of the narrator, the authorìtatìve author writes in third person, telling

the reader about events from a djstant or removed position. Contrastingly, the

second type of narrator is more focused, writing in limited thìrd person or

first person, assuming a chanacter's role to show the story from a personal

perspective, It is thjs type of narrator that has been more frequentìy

employed by historìcal fiction wliters in order to personify/individualize a

hi therto public/general ized hìstory,
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Because the author rÌay tend to revert to her own life to provide

ínformation for her story, her composit'ion often resembles an autobiography,

narrated in the first person, Susan Lanser cites the fundamental difference

betueen the authority ìnherent in a personaì narrative and that in an

authorial work: "authorial narrative is understood as fictive and yet its
voice is accorded a superior reliability, while personal narrative may pass

for autobiography but the authority of its voice ìs always qual ifïed" (Lanser

20), She further states that "an authorial narrator claims broad powers of

knowledge and judgment, whiìe a personal narrator claims only the vaìidìty of

one person's rìght to interpret her experjencerr (Lanser 19), A personal

account permits a female author to forefront herself, a self that is finally

expressed,"ex-pressed," which "presses outward, outered, uttered" (Cooley 71),

Marlatt and Tostevin write in the first person to personalize their

story, but also employ a third person nar rator--Ma r I att to recount the Iife of

a historical woman, and Tostevin to narrate her own past. By transcribing a

story using (splitting themselves between) both "I" and rrshe," the two authors

employ a type of narration called free indirect discourse (FID), In Toolan's

scheme, FID, jnterweaving narratoriaì indirectness with what he calls

character directness provides "a strategy of (usually temporary or

discontjnuous) alignment, jn words, values and perspective, of the narrator

with a character" (Toolan 127). This alignment can be used to create irony (as

Audrey Thomas differentiates between the first person ["mind"l and the third

person ["body"l in Mrs, Blood), empathy, st ream-of-con sc i ousnes s, or a dual ,

non-authoritative voice. Because in it both personal and authorìal

perspectives are given equal stature, the reader cannot verify if the

discourse emanates fron narrator or character and therefore s/he must enter
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'into the story to determine the functìon of their alignment.

As narrative techniques like FID, and alterations in order and frequency

aìlow writers to devjate from the standard narrative, openìng up the text for

further translation, so do the particular discursive innovations that Marlatt

and Tostevin adopt in their novels, Marlatt writes in her own quirky

syntactical style and, Ijke Tostevin, plays extensively wìth words themselves,

breaking them down into their. original sense (or non-sense); Tostevìn

transcribes her story ìn a hybrid, Engìish/French language, shunning the

accepted practice of wrìting in a single language. Both of the authors resist

"cìosure" of their novels, encouraging instead the reader to creep into the

tale and open it up by relating her own lìfe to those of the narrators. In

this manner, the readêr adds herlhis voice to the diverse voices narrating the

story and thus becomes part of a community/culture of writers and readers

bound through their shared experiences,

Thus, we arrive at the referentìal process of translation, or how the

fìction refers to the society/culture from which it is born--what experiences

are reìated in the female-authored story, Both Marlatt and Tostevin re-present

versions of (hi )stories that differ from the canonjcal version not only

through their narrative innovations, but also in their transcription of female

bodies, desires and perspectjves, It is through the process of converting a

male-biasêd history (source text) into a female-inclusive one (target text)

that these writers re-create not only their jdentity, but the identity of

womankind, showing that they are not persons unto themselves, but rather an

amalgamation of many other voices, lives and traditions,

Marlatt's and Tostevinrs stories, which reflect (are products of) their

multi-faceted bodies/lives, are flexible and able to incorporate new
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information and diverse perspectives offered by an amalgam of sources, d¡q

Historic and Froq Moon are bujlt on a collectivity of voices which create a

dialogue both within the text and between the text and the reader,

ìntervreaving many points of vìew rather than projecting a single perspective,

Mikhail Bakhtin, theorist of the poìyvocal , argues that the dialogue produced

by the internal dialogic character of the word allows for the writer to create

a chorus of voi ces:

Those individual voices--or points of view, or individual languages--
make up a pìuraìistic world in which a continual dialogue goes on, while
the rvord itself becones a shared property of the author, reader, and
all those who in any way partìcipated in the creation of its hjstory
(ci ted i n Tabakowska 71 ) .

While multi-voiced dialogues are common pract,ice in a plethora of post-

structuraì ist writings, such vojces speak particularly, seem especially

central, Ín a female-inclusive writing in which Ì.lomen are able to nove beyond

their posjtion as separate (and isoìated) individual entitìes into a communal

space ìn which women become both writers and readers of theìr shared

histories. Noveìs so inspired partake in dìalogic communication with the

dominant discourse, working wjthin it to persuade, subvert and transform it,
converting a form of subordination into an affirmatìon that would challenge an

order resting on sexual indifference, The poìitìcal force of interpretation

ljes in its ability to redress through different djscourses the imbaìance

between dominant and dominated cuìtures: men and women, Engìish and French

Canadians (whjch Tostevin addresses), and heterosexuals and homosexuals (which

Marlatt touches on), The discourse in Ana Historic and Froq Moon ìnfers a

certain running back and forth, speaking at length, running in different

directions--it is not a unjiateral, but a mutual transìation that is inherent

i n these hi stori es.



CHAPTER TWO
DAPHNE MARLATT'S ANA HISTORIC
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"The assemblage of facts in a tangle of hair."

The epigraph in Ana Histolic: A Novel defines Daphne Marlatt's

conception of history; it is her intention to unweave the strands of his/tory,

previousìy clumped together in a patrìarchal version, in order to show how

each strand/ part makes up the tangle/whole, When these strands (analogous to

the lives of women) are separated, we can then appreciate the personal

experìences of women that have been lost in the (k)not of public discourse;

I ikewise, these indìvidual experiences can be interwined to create a tapestry,

or a coìlective work of art (a history). In her novel Latakia, Audrey Thomas

aììudes to thìs ìmage of women weavìng tales, myths and legends when she

describes the daily activìty of the Cretan women:

The women on this street are never jdle, They sit on their straight-
backed chairs in front of the white houses, spinnìng or embroidering or
winding enormous skeins of wool around their hands. And talking talking
talking. The history of the street, too is being spun, embroidered,
wound by these same wonen (Latakia 55).

The stories of the principal female characters in Ana Historic are

similarìy interìaced, for the Iives of Annie, Ana, and Ina are woven into a

braid which in turn interreines with ìives of other women--Zoe and Birdie--to

produce a multi-textured/voiced tapestry-like story, complete from A(nnie) to

Z(oe), The morphological link between the names of the princìpal femaìe

protagonists metaphoricaìly connects their bodies and voìces so that they all

speak as equal subjects rather than as one subject which deems itself the

authorjai source of meaning. By basing these womens' names on the same

'letters, Marlatt aligns the women in similar origins, hints that they are

learning to name/define themselves rather than being mar"ked or branded by a

hjerarchical economy, She therefore re-verses the traditional concept of
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naming as claiming rights to a person or place, Tostevin also re-marks on this

beljef that naming impl ies jurisdiction, noting that (British) colonizers

claimed ownership of the bodies of water in South Africa which they happened

to rrnamefi before, and therefore appropriate from the natives,

Rather than being denìed a name and identity ìn a prìvileged economy,

women name' and thus write themselves into a space conducive to the sharing of

their own identities and expe.r'iences as women, "Ina" is ìn part a backwards

(re)reading of "An(n)i(e),', as is "Ana," and both names--Ina and Ana--contain

the negative I'na,rr Marlatt, in double-negating these women through both their
name and theìr gender, includes them within prev,iously exclusive discourse.

Similarìy, rtZoe" represents re-naissance, or the tife breathed ìnto women's

bodies, devalued in a traditional economy, and "Birdie" symbolises the freedom

of women to fly from their cage to pursue their own desires (Ana and Annje

both concede to their longings to express themselves as lesbians and as

wrìters). The protagonists succeed in finding thejr own identities, separate

from those they are assigned as wives, or as the property of their husbands

("Ana Rìchards" and "Richard's Annie). In joining a community, they are

encouraged to define themselves both as individuals and as members of a

larger, collective body of ì{omen--a body who can say Ut'ler and thus, according

to simone de Eeauvoir, pooì their resources and work together for their common

good, This healthy, interactìve community is represented in arlatt's
tapestry-Iike novel in which women's voices, ìives and experiences are

figuratively woven together,

This tapestry model resists the "facts" of traditional narratjve for it
rejects a Í¡onologue in favour of a multi-voìced dìatogue in which both

patriarchal historical and "feminist" a-historica'l , or non-factual , dìscourses
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play a part. Mar'latt uses the language of the dominant to persuade and

transform it, creating a translative work in which "male discourse is re-

marked by the multiplicty of femaìe speech" (Godard, "Theoriz,i ng', 43-4), By

extracting pieces of hìstorical, economìc, and medical documents and citing

them in her novel, Marlatt gives them presence but emphasìzes the absence of

female voices within them; their authority as the hìstorical ',given,, is re-

versed, for in telling onìy one version of events, they cannot claim to be the

one or fuìI account, Marlatt thus untangles and reties the knot of history, or

rerites against a monologue in which voices are clumped together¡ by converting

the yet untold storìes of three women (Annie, Ana and Ina) into a narrative in

whìch female occurrences are foregrounded, Translatjon becomes a communal

process of creation through which the characters, wrìter, and reader seek to

break "out of silence in order to communìcate new insìghts into women's

experìences and their relation to language', (Godard, "Theorizing" 45),

The desire to tell the stolies of women ignjtes when the main character,

Annie, is helping her husband, Richard, conduct research for hjs project on

Vancouver's hjstory, Reading through piìes of maps and papers, surveys and

numbers, Annie comes across the name of a,,Mrs. Rjchards,,' which appears only

once in the documents; intligued by the possibilities of the ìife this wonan

night have led, Annjê embarks on an imaginative journey to re-create her life
by re-writing her into a novel--and, as we will see later, in the process of

writing Ana R'ichards, to re-construct her own life, Annie realizes that an

orthodox historical narrative, presented as an objective, factuaì

interpretatìon of past events and people, leaves no room for a subject,ive,

more personal account of a past that would inciude women, Marlatt combats

traditional language which, in denying women a semiology that includes their
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bodies, has effaced them from hjstorical accounts, To translate women back

into the history ¡¡hich has excluded then, the author proposes a narrative that

can effectively relate wonenrs experiences because it is ¡rrÍtten in a language

born of the body, Feninist writers Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar suggest

that, "masculinist and femìnist theorists alike have toyed with the idea of a

culturally determined body language which transìates the articulations of the

body into that body of articulated terminology we caìl ìanguage" (Gilbert

81), Marlatt proposes that women's bodies metaphorìcally give birth to a

'language, which in turn gives birth to women as full, active human beings by

allowìng them to record and thus recreate womenrs lives in a history of their

own making, Mar'latt's ìntention is communicated by Annie's friend, Zoe, who

(re)marks that "the real history of women.,,is unwritten because it runs

through our" bodies: we give birth to each other" (13'l ), In Ana Hjstoric, the

author exposes and resists the monoìogical dìscourses which have been accepted

as authoritative or truthful accounts of past events even though they have

excluded women, and further resists this repression by writing her own version

(translation) in a language which she conceives as relating to womenrs bodies,

In order to write this personal work which differs from the conventional

historical narrative in its content, form, and language, Marìatt publicizes

the Ianguage of traditional accounts,

Historical , economic and medicaì discourses that have banìshed womenrs

experiences undergo a forrî of translation in Ana Historic, for their

"documentary language becomes denatured, provoked to yield its ìdeological

biases," and this language uìtimately "breaks down into its components,

namely, the language of nominalization, categoli zation, hierarchization,

colonizatìon, subordinatjon, and controlr' (Bantjng, "Translation" f25), Musing
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on the definitìon of "history" and its ìanguage¡ which has over-/under-written

wonìen's history, desire and bodjes, Ann,ie reveals,

i learned that hjstory is the reaì story that city fathers teìl of the
only important events in the world, a tale of their exploits hacked out
against a sìlent backdrop of trees, of wooden masses, so many clajms to
fame. so many ordinary men turned into heroes. (where are the city
mothers?) the city fathers busy building a town out of so many shacks
labelled the l{estern Termìnus of the Transconti nental , Gateway to the
East--aìl these capitaì ìetters to convince themselves of its, of theìr,
si gnì fì cance (28 ) ,

Historians have inscribed events onto paper produced by the fenaìe

"wooden masses' who siìently provide their counter-parts with the resources

required to preserve male experìences. Whereas ordinary men are valorized in

written documents, women are merely margìnaìized, taught that their "proper"

pìace is not in the foreground, or in the ',story," but rather in the

background, behìnd the "initial" capital of the male word, As Manina Jones

observes, "[ì]etters Ispecìfjcalìy capital Ietters] themselves are here shown

to be powerfuì producers of the 'real story.' They are conceìved as vaìued

property, 'capitalr for the historìographic venture" (Jones lS3), Annìe, by

using majuscules to teìl Ana Richards' personal history, subverts the

capitalìzation, "all that flexing of muscle, r' inherent in publìc History: she

emphasizes that history can move beyond its account of "large't public events

to incorporate prìvate experiences. Annie rescues Ana from the encìosed space

in which she was subsisting as rrMrs. Rìchards,', the mute property/object of

her husband, by writìng her as a speaking subject who can artjculate her own

identity as an adventurous, independent piano teacher jn Hastings MiìI. She

moves from under the claims of the eminently "properrr noun--Mrs. Richards--to

pass jnto the self-definition of a rrcommon noun--piano teacher, By seldom

using capitals in her own story, Annie exposes the role of capìtalìzation in

excluding women from the doninant discourse,
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Books on early Vancouver hìstory fail to nention female inhabitants of

the city, or, if they do, refer to them as smaìl partakers 'in the grand

scheme, Ana Richards barely appears in the cìty records of 1873:

'Miss Sweeney was shortly succeeded by Mrs. Richards, who soon became
Mrs. Ben Sprìnger and cast her ìot with the struggling littìe hamlet,
giving place to a Miss Redfern. ' .great dìfficulty was expelienced ìn
keeping a teacher longer than six months' (39),

Ana's life is obscured in the publ ic accounts which objectify historical

personages, clustering them into a mass of indiscernable lives. Annie is

determined to extricate the young school teacher's ìife from this entanglement

by having Ana ínscribe her experiences of early Vancouver jn a personal

notebook; she envisions Ana "sitting and wrìtìng jn that journal of hers that

ìater, years later, wouìd be stored ìn the dustfree atmosphere of city

archives. she was wlitìng what would becone a record" (29-30) ' In havìng a

historical woman record her sentiments and views in a journal , Marlatt

confirms the validity of private notebooks as historical documents despite

their deviation from the strict plot sequence and objective narratìon required

by a conventional narrative. By telling her story in a journal , Ana becomes a

narrator who, in Genette's terms, is "present as source, guarantor¡ and

organìzer of the narratjve, as analyst and commentator, as stylistr' (Genette

'167), and thus assumes control of her fictiona'ì ized life. Annie, by giving Ana

"i''/site (eyesight), allows Ana to bypass a repressed existence as a Proper

Lady for a rtfree" ììfe which the others view as "unprotected" but which Ana

sees as undefined and therefore unconfined. Annie shifts from writing Ana in

the third-person to transcribìng helin the first-person, seeking to highlìght

Ana's internaì conflict between her hope of ìiving independently and her fear

of transgressing the limits of n i neteenth-cent u ry propriety.

Ana's conflict ironìcally reflects Annie's uncertainty wjth her own
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ìife's direction, both of which are narrativeìy represented by the novels'

constant fluctuation between subjective (Annie's) and objective (Ana's)

voìces, By consistently transferring from first to third-person narration,

Marlatt bìurs the line separating narrator from principaì character, employing

the narrative strategy Michael Toolan terms 'rFree Indirect Djscourse" (FID):

an "aiignment, in words, values and perspective, of the narrator with a

character" (Toolan 127). As the novel's subjective narrator, Annie does not

claim fulì authority over the characters in her story, for she refrains from

penetrating the mind of her principal character, Ana, and thus appropriating

Ana's thoughts and feelings, Marìatt employs FID asrra sporadìc, intermittent

movement towards perceptive/intrusìve/aìigned understanding and disclosure of

characters, not the straitjacket of total perception/intrusiontr (Toolan 128).

By refusing to take "control" of Ana by objectifying her in the thìrd-person,

Annie allows for Ana's eventual conversion from object in Annie's story to

subject in Ana's own rendition of her life, thereby subverting the publìc

discourse in which women are objectified if made present at all,

The city record make no reference to women, neither do the surveys and

property documents, which reflect the male interest in the acquistion of

material and the possession of a/lot ("a neasured parcel of land having fixed

boundari es and desi gnated on a pl ot or survey, " !!e$t4-S-2j-9ü-q.e.ry) ' Anni e

considers women as having a bad lot, as beìng aìotted a cramped corner of the

bìg historical picture, and a small space in the society to which they

paradoxicalìy contribute a great amount of the Iabour' Reflecting on these

thoughts, Annie remarks to her mother, Inal "i didn't notice the pinch of the

shoe as you squìnched down ìnto your 'lot,' your woman's lot-a little too

smal l " (80).
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The protagonist struggles to remove herself from this assigned lot, the

confjned space that has always entrapped women, her mother among them, She

seeks to put herself and Ana back ìn the "picture,'r to gìve life to the woman

absent from the photographs of building, docks, and men in the Vancouver

archives, Annie is aware that the photos which capture only select moments of

a male-dominated life have been accepted as representing lìfe in earìy

Vancouver. Women are excìuded. from the picture but are stilì subjected to the

photographer's/male gaze; they are "franed by a phrase that judges

(virgin/tramp), sized-up in a glance, objectìfied, that's what hìstory offers,

that's its allure, its pretence, 'history says of her,,,'but when you're so

framed, caught in the act, the (f)stop of act, fact-what recourse?', (56).

Men objectify and sjlence women through the vigilance of their gaze much

as a camera frames and mutes its subjects, Manina Jones argues that ìn such a

reckoning, history rnarginaìizes reomen, putting them out of focus, and tends to

concentrate instead on what it deems the more "important" (male) subjects

whose ììves are,

measured by the standards of the instrument of representation itself,
in this case¡ 'the f stop,' Iiterally a photographic gauge for
caìculating the opening of the lens aperture, whìch regulates the amount
of light reaching the film, thus predetermining the 'obscurìty' of its
subject, just as conventional history prescribes what constitutes the
'sj gni fi cantr (Jones 155) .

Annìe shows her determination to place ì{omen back into history--to "step

inside the picture and open it up" (56) by making Ana the subject of her own

story to give her signìficance as an individual rather than as the property,

or object of a man (as in her titìe, Mrs, Richards), Writing against the

patriarchal objectification of women, I'larlatt subjectifies Ana by placing her

into a new context (her own story) and thus transforms womenrs absence from

photographs ìnto a presence in the negatives from which they are produced.
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As Tostevin aptìy puts it in Double Standards, it 'tseems some things just

canrt be written off like the guy said if you sit in darkness long enough

the negative starts taking form" (DS). Women have been in the darkness so long

that they begin to see the negative¡ or the inverse, of their situation, fore-

seeing that they can re-present their bodies, desires and histolies which have

for so ìong hidden in shadows.

As Annie realizes the ìmportance of telling Anats story, break,ing the

ìens which has objectified her, so does the narrator in Marìatt's other novel,

Z6calo, realize that she can see only the shape/form of her lover through the

viewfinder, and that other parts of hjm can only be seen in her own mind's

eye, Gìen Lowry affirms that Marlatt, by "Ig]iving voice to objectìfied

woman," reclaims her 'ras a speakjng subject activeìy participating in the

creatjon of her world" (Lowry 84).

The sìngle-minded language of hìstory that excludes women from the "b.ig

picturerr is evident not only in the books, surveys, and photographs that Annie

reads, but also in the archival newspapers which, too, claim to depict ',reaì,"
rrciviljzed" society. Marìatt quotes from an earìy Vancouver newspaper:

rThe present is decidedìy an age of civilizatìon, One of the chief
signs of progress in thjs respect is the possessing a local paper.
Moodyville, then, can now claim to be, what it really ìs, a go-ahead,
prosperous, civilized locaìity, For here is the proof--here is its
newspaper!'(39)

The newspaper, although written in a discourse which excludes wonen's views

and experìences, operates as a sign of cìvilizatjon (the State) in its

'rtruthful'r account of events. But we must questjon who becomes the authorìty,

who states what is true and nhat is false, and what gets (im)printed ìn our

mjnds, We are surely struck that the communal journal , "The Tickìen," prints

'rFalsehoods of the Hour" which are supposedly made-up stories, but which come
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gradually to be accepted as reports of actual occurrences; "truth told in the

guise of falsehood" (105), Edward Said affirms the power of authoritative

publications, stating that "all intellectual or cultural work occurs

somewhere, at some tìme, on some very precisely mapped-out and permissibìe

terrain, which is ultimately contajned by the Statet' (Said 588). The state-

produced documents whìch emerge in Ana Historìc enforce the idea that worth is

established by a competition/hierarchization within which one person or idea

necessarily succeeds at the expense of another,

This win-or-lose attitude is conveyed in the foltowing newspaper write-

up of a boat race in early Vancouver history, a finding which jn ìts quirky

ìogìc, and insistent repetitions of its terms, its tautologjes, exposes itself
in its full absurdìty,

rBut as the 'rAnnie Fraser" came in first, the rrPearlrt could not do more
than come ìn second, unless she "tied," Well, she came in second, and
was consequentìy beaten; while the "Annie Fraser" came in first, and
consequently won, That is really the true solution of the whole matter'
(124).

The rrtrue solution,r' the black-and-white of the situation, is inscribed as

such in an account which discourages further interpretation of the event.

Annje's husband, Richard, adopts a similar attitude to these nineteenth-

century newswriters who believed that the events recorded on (news)paper were

táe true accounts; in compilìng information for his project, Richard scours

the newspapers for "what is worthy of attention,t! concentratìng on "small

artificiaì columns of another worId" (122-3). The culture, of which the

newspaper is nerely representative, essentialìy validates the state/aut hor i ty.

Annie resists supporting such a higher authority by working (writing) towards

a femaie culture which ìs not based on any such authority ('tpower to infìuence

or command thought, opinion, or behavìor, " llebster's Dictìonarv\. Marlatt lays
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out her views to Janice l{i ìliamson on how post-structuralist and feminist

writers are now contesting the authority of hìstory":

Werre not stuck in some authoritative version of the real, and for women
that's extremely important, because until recently we always were--the
patriarchal version was aìways táe version, and now we know that's not
true, We can throw out that powerful lit e article (Soundinq igg),

Symboììcalìy, in Ana Historjc, Annie imagines Ana opposing instituted

authority by crumpling the newspaper to create a bright, warm fire. In doing

so, Ana emblematicalìy rejects the news of a publ ì c/publ i ci zed worìd defined

by capital(ization)s in favour of writings about her own personal experìences.

Just as the absence of femaìe lives and experìences is evident in the

various examples of historic narratìve iî Ana Hìstor¡c, so too is it found in

the economic discourse which perpetuates the capitatizatìon sought ,i n an

illiberal economy. lìlhile researchìng for her husband's project, Annie comes

across cataìogues of imported goods, objects of male acquistion from "Mother"

Britain that show evidence of man's far-reaching power, She writes about "men

exchanging goods, labelled the comforts of ,home,' for spars of wood, giant

tìmbers struck from unknown territory, traffjc (dealing) all this comìng and

going, this emptying and filling of ships' holds" (1i7), Ships (often named

after women) are filled with male-acquìred goods from the imperìai ,'mother,,r

much as women, being I'vessels," are requìred to ful/fill the role of child-

beali ng,

Annie rejects this restrictive economy in which woman is reduced to the

role of transporter, and in which both Ina and Ana arê, in effect¡ ',goods"

canried from Mother Britain to British coìumbia, Although Annìe cannot rvrite

her nother out of the child-bearìng/rearing role in which she was confined and

in which she confined herself, she can write Ana out of its restrictive hold

because she can inagine exciting possibilities for Ana's unknown ìife, Ina js
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transported from the colonìes of Britajn and India, where she has been

constantìy surrounded by adults, children and servants, to Britjsh Columbia

and the solitary Iife that Annie believes to have eroded her, Vthile Ina

attempts to transpose into Canada the British language and customs of the two

(common/weaìth) countries in which she has resìded, she ultimately faìls

because she refuses to transìate the language and ailegiances of her previous

life in a cultured society into her new ìife in the wi lderness:

ìmpasse: impossible to exit. dead end. when the walls close down. the
public/prìvate wall, defined the world you lived ìnsìde, the world you
brought wìth you, transposed, onto a Salish mountainside. and never
questioned its terms. 'lady.' never questioned its values, Eng'l ish
gentility in a rain forest? (23-4)

Annje's mother maintains her British accent and vocabulary, and the same

imperialistic attitude as åer figuratìve nother (Mother Brjtain), refusing to

be assimì lated ìnto a new and dynamic Canadian culture and economy (of

meanìng). As Pamela Bantìng aptìy surmìses, Ina discovers to her dismay that,

colonial Britìsh English, is not the same as the vernacular of Brjtish
Columbia and attempts to recover her composure by trying to persuade her
daughters to use the British terms instead of the Canadian--in other
words, to preserve the source text and not to translate ("Translatjon"
126).

Rather than creatìng a Iife for herself on foreign soiì, Ina responds to her

new situation by preserving and perfecting the roìe of a wjfe and mother in

the fifties through incessant housework, "through compuìsively miming, to the

letter, the source of her victjmjzation" (Banting, "Translation" 126).

Annie, knowing the beginning and ending of her mother's story, cannot

"save" her from her confinement, but because she knows only scant information

about Ana Richards, she can fill in the blanks and create a life for her; the

unwritten figures as the possible, the written as the forecìosed. Here, the

narrator employs the narratjve technique, "analepsis" (an interruptjon of
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chronological sequence by an interjection of events of earlier occurrence) to

feminist ends by returnìng to the past to give events and women a (deferred)

significance that they did not initiaìly possess. Annie connects her life ìn

the present with a woman in the past, attempting to translate her experìences

and emotions into Ana's life, a text yet unwritten which is replete with

possibilities of new interpretations. Annie's translative abilities allow her

to re-read and re-write her own ìife so that she will ultimately be able to

take expìoratory steps into the future. Annie, Ana and Ina become narratively

bound across time and culture through the translation of their experiences as

women, In telling the stories of Ina and Ana, Annìe pulls these women out of

the (k)not of history ìn which they are entangled and silenced. Although Annìe

cannot re-write the unfortunate hjstory of her mother, she can and does write

Ana into being as a British inmigrant who refuses to replicate the roìe of the

vesseì that transports her from her "mother" Iand to a prìmitìve wi lderness,

Economic discourse in Ana Hístoric reveals ìts patriarchal bias not oniy

in the catalogues of male-acquìred goods fron mother Britain, but also in the

materialistic descriptions of this wildlife found in the local literature.

Trees are presented as an extractabìe resource for capitalism:
rThe red cedar, unequalìed as a wood for shingles, comes next to the fir'in importance, Because of its variety of shading, and the brilliant
polish which it takes, ìt is prized for the interior finishing of
houses. As the cedar lasts welI underground it is used for telegraph
poìes and fence posts,,, l{eìl can this wood be calìed the set er's
frìend, for from it he can with simple tools, such as axe and saw, build
åis house, fence åis farm, and make áis furniture, (lg-20, rny emphasìs),

The "historical text's concern with the economjcs of the production of lumber

with the maie-defined 'economics' that regulate a womanrs reproductive body',

(Jones 150) ìs rep'ìaced in Marlatt's text at a site where feminism and ecoìogy

meet, Marìatt stresses the male fjxation on capital gain and materia'l
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dominatjon of the naturaì environment; the trees in this environment are

equated to women, silenced by their overbearing counterparts, Femaìes, lìke

their ecological allies, are exploited by men who strìp both of theìr
protective layer, and convert them into a commodìty (paper) on which men write

themselves, Women are siìenced, mutely accepting theìr posìtion as provider of

the resources on which men capitalize and take advantage, hidden under male

words: women are "hardly there off screen somewhere in photographs / or

writìng letters women strong as trees but rarely defiant" (Doubte Standards).

Both Annie and Ana are warned about entering the woods where bears/men

may harm/silence wonen, and the young Annie is told that the woods at the end

of the street are rrmale territory, " off-limits to women, Ina, Annie and Ana

learn the dangers of this restrictive male economy that robs women of their

voices, but Annie has the strength to defy the lrules,,, seeking to make space

for women in this forbidden territory through a new alliance of women/nature/

trees that refuses to be uprooted. Although Ina warns her daughter never to

enter the woods alone, as a child, Annìe finds pìeasure in nature: ranonymous

territory,,,something inhuman i slipped through, in communìon wjth trees.,,i
nas native, í was the child who grew Up with wolves, original ìost girl ,

elusive, vanished fron the worìd of men...rr (18). As a teenager¡ Annie aìso

feels a precious connection with nature as a place in which she and other

women can articulate themseives verbally and physically, as do the two

lesbians she sees one day in a car, secluded in "that ìeafy tunnel they'd

chosen, the si lence of drippìng woods and, under glass as under water, two

nouths meetjng each other" (107), Ana, too, although sonewhat wary of

venturing aìone into the woods, finds a certajn .inner peace ,i n a natural , open

space that is no one's property and where she does not have to play the
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rrproper role but can act on impuìse, $lhiìe nature does offer only a temporary

sanctuary for female self-expressìon, Ana and Annje dare to seek out an

undefined territory in the wilderness, breaking out of the confjnes of a

prìvileged order that appropliates nature for its own benefit.

The women in the novel are similarly appropriated by the medical

discourse that silences women jn its depiction of the physical and mêntal

trauma of hysteria, the physical development of the female body, and the birth
process. The patriarchal silencing of women is dramatized in the excerpts from

a medical journai which matte r-of-fact I y discuss the electrìc shock therapy

applied to a hysterical (fernale) patient/victim: ìn this case, Anniers mother,

Ina, Rather than attempting to understand and deal with her mentaì problems,

doctors ìmmediately submit the wonân to shock treatment to 'rcure' disturbances

of the womb, orìginally thought to be the site (cite/sight) of hysterìa, In
their practice, they retain the notion that hystericaì citation (speech) is

female-specifjc as is loss/blurring of sight ("femaìe concerns"). Doctors, who

have the power to act upon others' reason, react to woman's madness, Shoshana

Feìman argues, "by trying to approprìate it: jn the first place, by claiming

to runderstand' 'it, but with an externa'l understanding which reduces the

madwoman. . ,to an oóject which can be known and possessed,' and thus muzzled

(Feìman f4). In the patrìarchal structure that Marìatt deconstructs, the

hysterìcal woman (Ina) is silenced the same way that women have always been

muted by a sìngular historical discourse. Gìen Lowry, focusing on the same

point, remarks that Marlatt suitably reìates the absenting of women within the

exclusive hìstorjcal narrative to the mut(e)ilation of hysteric women,s

bodies: "In her effort to recreate the life of Ana from history, Marlatt is

also creatïng the lìfe of Ina lost to hysteria. History and hysteria are
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associated with vioìence against women (hysterectomies)" (Lowry BB). Lowry

goes on to quote an exemplary passage from Ana Historjc:

hystery, the excision of women (who do not act but are acted upon),
hysterectomy, the excision of wombs and ovaries by represssìon, by
mechanicaì compression, by ice, by the knife, because we were 'wrong'from the start, our physiology fauìty, preoccupied as we are with
the things of the flesh" (AH 88).

Lowry reads Ina as being ,'unable to fjt the confines of her body as it
ìs ìnagined ìn phallogocentric bourgeo,is socìety" (Lowry BB); however, we can

also perceive Ina as being incapable of escaping an enclosed male-centered

society. She remaìns simuìtaneously confined ìn the body that is not her own

but a beautifìed object subjected to the male gaze, and confined to her house

and her roìes of mother and wife which leave no room for a life (or a room) of

her own. Faìling to translate the source of her angst, the loneliness of her

life in the Canadian wilderness, into a positive source of energy, Ina is

metaphorically entrapped between source (patriarchal economy) and target

(female space) text, caught in the covers of a repressive historìcal

discourse, As a result of the eìectrical shock therapy she undergoes, she

becomes "absent-minded,,' absent from herseìf, lìkely, but tjteraìly absented

too fron the society to which she could not adapt. She remains within the

closed parentheses of a patriarchaì world, becoming one among the many women

(who do not act but are acted upon).

Never 'learnìng to progress beyond what is expected of her as a v/oman in

the divisive sexist society of the 1950s, Ina becomes submìssìve, sub-

consciously passing her way of thìnking on to her daughter, Although Ina

aìways fusses about her own appearance, she teaches Annie to be asha¡ned of and

to conceal her body in order to prevent sparking a man,s desire; the

historjcal Ana has been likewise taught to hide behind her form-fitting
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dresses to prevent herself from exceeding the bounds of propriety, and most

imperativeìy, to refrain from using ,,body language." Expressìon through dance

is forbìdden, especiaìIy for "a minister's daughter, sti'l ¡ wearing the

supposed weeds of wìdowhood, she the school teacher, a model of propriety no

doubt" (72). The puritanicaì society teaches women to conceal not onìy their

body but also their private bodity functions, and Annie herself is encouraged

to feeì ashamed of the ',painful,, monthly reìease of bìood, a bioìogicaì quìrk

to be merely tolerated rather than enjoyed, The male perceptìon of a woman's

monthly period as a degrading phenomenon that must be obscured from men who

se(m)e(n)ingly risk contaminat,ion by female blood has existed for ages.

Applying here Lola Lemire Tostevin's assessment that "Contanination means

djfferences have been brought together so they make contact" ("Contaminatìon"

13), we can surmise that until recently the exclusìve discourse of a male-

dominated society has refused to let Homen enter (contaminate) it to create a

dialogic discourse ìn which languages may ìnteract, and into which women's

experiences, biological and otherwise, might be translated, Marlatt quotes a

passage from Simone de Beauvoirts The Second Sex to emphasize the negative

view of menstruation (that women have been encouraged to adopt):
r(Her body) js a burden: worn away jn service to the species, bleeding
each month, prolìferating passively, jt is not for her a pure instrument
for getting a grip on the world but an opaque physical presence; it is
no certain source of pleasure and it creates lacerating pajns; it
contajns menaces; woman feeìs endangered by her "insides"' (133),

Although Annie grows up with the knowìedge that her body should hide jts

difference, should be necessarjly siIenced by the noisy monotone of the

patriarchy, she resists succumbing to the same nutation as her mother. Annje

exposes the male bias evident not only,in the painful accounts of a woman's

perìod, but also in the bjrth process. Extracting a passage from Genesjs in
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the Bible, trtåe great 'genetic' code of Western culture, and one powerful

(textual) source of women's subjugation" (Jones 148), Marlatt emphasizes the

archaic vjew of giving birth as a necessarily scarring ordeal whÍch has been

perpetuated in generations of women as the "accepted" view: "To the woman he

said: I wì1I greatìy multiply your pain in chiid-bearing; in pain shaìl you

bring forth children" (118). In this Genetic conceptìon, women are told to
conform their bodyts naturaì process of gìving birth to a higher authority's

painful procedure. Marlatt's Ana contradicts thjs patriarchal conversion of

the birth process, this concept of ana-genesìs (',evolutionary change ìnvolving

a continuous succession of forns repìacing one another without branching, "

$lebsterrs Dictionarv), promoting instead the idea that women, as the trees

that represent them, need to branch out of the forms that stunt their growth,

As Tostevin resjsts in Fros Moon this misogynist ideal of women as vessel,

"full(filììng)" her duty as transporter of lìfe, so does Mar'latt oppose

womenrs subordinatìon to men, who do not share the po¡{er to produce human

ìife, by showing how women can bond together in this solely female experience,

She proposes a way for fenaìes to utter themselves in a language that is
metaphorically born of the female body, then developed into a discourse which

allows wonen narratively to ',give birth to each other" by speakìng theìr

stories and shaling theìr experiences,

Wonen are not given a place ìn the patrìarchal wrìting of history, so

Marlatt proposes a place/space for them in her own version of history which is

told ìn a female-inclusive ìanguage, Whiìe decod ì ng/deconst ruct ì ng the

authoritarian structure which has erased women, Marìatt re-codes, or recovers¡

the lost mother tongue which she beìieves wilt allow women to speak and wrìte

their experiences. The author thus engages in a translatìon process in which
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the rrsource text" (history, for my purposes) is conveyed ìnto anlother

Ianguage in the ',target text" (this femaìe version of history). Rather than

simply replacing one version with the other (which is not the aim of

translative work), Martatt allows the two versions to work together; she

includes women-exclusive historical, economic and medical discourses in her

version of hìstory, but provìdes her own personaììzed interpretation of the

events they recount, Ana Historíc demystifies and subverts the codes of a

privìleged Ianguage, but the novel also proposes a way for women to vocalize

themselves in a writing based on a women's cuìture. The difference in women's

writing is to be found in this female-centered discourse whìch, ,in wrìting

against the domìnant one, "incorporates ideas about r{omen's body, language and

psyche but interprets them in reìation to the social contexts in which they

occurrr (Showaìter 470), The ways in which women view their bodies and their
sexual reproductive funtions are related to the culture in which they lìve, as

are language and psyche products of cultural forces, women's bodies, desi res,

and histories will, Marlatt esteems, be joined together in a women's culture

and discourse that values them.

Urging women out of their near-deathly quiet ìn her essay, 'lmusing with

nothertongue,r' Marìatt promotes a return to a mother tongue in which words are

given different meanìngs--a matri ljneal tradition that generates a body of

women who can speak themselves and each othert "putting the lìving body of

language together means putting the world together, the world we live in; an

act of composition, an act of birthing us, uttered and outered there in it,'
QIl.lI 4S), Women¡ then, l.ive inside their writing as they do insjde their

bodi es,

Marlatt insjsts that the processes of menstruation and givjng birth let
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womenrs bodies in a way speak, or mark themselves in a female version of

history, Women reclaim their bodies which have been taken as masculjne

possessions (for example, "le vagin") and marked by lack, silence, erasure,

Rejoicing in the ability of her body to make its own natural (re)mark, Annie

real izes the fenale body can wrjte/express itseìf to mark its uniqueness:

there js still even now the innate pleasure of seeing on a fresh white
pad the first marks of red, bright red tvhen the bleeding's at its peak.
innate because of a chiìdish astonishmenl, i nade that! the mark oi
myself, my inscription in blood. i'm here (90).

Thus, Annie's blood aì lows her to ì{rite a language specific to women, one that

celebrates fenale difference, she elaborates on this body-inflected language

which aliows her to terite her own story:

writing the period that arrives at no full stop, not the hand
manipulating the pen. not the language of definition, of epoch and
document, language explainìng and just,i fying, but the wordi that fìow
out from withìn, running too quick to catch sometimes, at other timesjust an agonizìngly slow trickle. the words of an ìnterior history
doesn't include.., (90).

The language in which tvomen,s story is written is born of the body--

knowìng that women can make theìr mark (X marks the spot) with blood from

their ot'n body rneans that they are present on their own (note)pad, Despite the

fact that they have been erased from the canon for centuries, women Iearn that

they are capable of creating their own histories but because they have been

denìed the pen for so long, they resort to using their bodies for inscription.

Tromen then translate their stories written by the blood that courses through

them ìnto stories toìd by the ink that flows from the pen they have f,inalìy

been abìe to recove¡. Annie says that a female narrative is not told in the

ìanguage of tradjtional history for it cannot be expressed in the confining

discourse of explanation and justification. Marlatt herself asks: "how can the

standard sentence structure of Engìish with ìts linear authority, subject
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through verb to object, convey the wisdom of endlessly repeatìng & not exactly

repeated cycles her body knows?" (TTMT 47). Ana Historic rejects the forma'ì

ìinear structure of sentences in narrative in favour of sentences that

traipse, meander, circle back, continue forward seemingly ìnto a space beyond

words unmarked by fixed patriarchal codes. The femaìe characters seek to

remove themselves from their positìon beneath the patriarchal code that has

been stamped on them, in order to re-code/re-mark themselves in their own

language--to get themselves out from behind the tine that holds them back,

Annie writes about little Alice commencing a race from "'behind the nark, yes,

behínd i1.',rr and overcoming her nost threatening maìe competitors to be the

first to the other end of the fieìd, "head high, free in her own momentum,l

(73), By marking their presence in a male world, these women characters write

(right) thejr own version, or translation, of hÍstory.

Women's textual story natura'l ly germinates from an "internal history

which js written in the blood of their peliod t'that arrives at no full stop."

Knowìng that they are unstoppable once they get started, the women jn the

novei translate the internaì fìowìng in their bodies into a narrative f I or,,

that spilìs forth stories replete with theìr shared expeliences, In addition

to menstruation, the act of giv,ing birth creates a strong l,i nk between the

rra-na historic" women and it is, according to Marlatt, fron this process that

a women's language--or "mothertongue"--i s born, The birth process serves as a

ìink between the women who participate in the birth of their friend, Jeannie

Aìexander's, son. Ana remarks that she cannot describe the birth as it has

been traditionally depìcted ín Biblical words for it exjsts as somêthing

beyond those constrictive words. She records in her journal: ','I expected her

groaning-pain and sorrow, the Biblical words, the pangs of which they speak,
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I expected the rending apart of flesh, the blood--now I write of it Bìbìically

but that is not how it was, What tvords are there?"' (l2O) It is Marlatt's

intention to find a way ìn which women are abìe to express themselves without

being reduced to their previous silence, In "musing with mothertongue,"

Marlatt discerns the body as the origin of a language ìn which women wjìl be

able to translate their living presence into written presence and, in so

doing, give themselves a(na) h'i story. Vlatching Jeannìe writhe and moan as she

struggles to release her child, Ana "caught a glìmpse of what she almost

fai led to recognize: a massive sylìable of slìppery flesh slide out the open

mouthr' (126). In Annie's reaction, language becomes flesh, a livìng substance,

as the mouth speaks the babe and then the afterbirth, and that "mouth speaking

fìesh" also shows how the flesh is made word, "present in this other language

so difficult to translate" (f26). Thus, a Ianguage which does not originate in
words is produced from the woman,s body/mouth which speaks the "unspeakable, "

telling the story of this female experience. Women, Marlatt beìieves, can find

a place in the histolical (economic and medicaì ) discourses which have erased

them by writìng their experiences in a ìanguage translated from the body--a

mothertongue. Gi lbert and Gubar, referling to one of Waltêr Ong's. recent

language studies in their essay, ,,Sexual Linguistìcs," argue that this

language is not distinctìy marked as "female', speech, for it also constitutes

"father speech,,:

'the relationship between the common naterna língua (or mother tongue)
and the 'civilised, patríus serno (or father speech),' ,implies Ithai]
European male writers have, since the High Middle Ages, been deeply
involved in a struggle into the vernacular which has continualìy fôrced
them to usurp and transforn the daìly speech of wonen and childien so as
to make it into a suitable instrument for (cuìtivated) male art"
(Gj I bert 91).

Gilbert and Gubar surmise that "the mother tongue, far from being a
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unìque womenrs language, is what we would ordinariìy mean by the phrase

'ordinary language"' (91) and that both men and Homen are born of the same

mother tongue. They go on to say that the power of the fathe|in our

patriarchal socjety is therefore not irrevocably tied to the power of

language, for it is the mother who assumes primary importance in a child's

acquistion of language. The authors conclude that,

ìf the plimary moment of symbolìsation occurs when the chiìd identjfies
difference with distance from the mother, it ìs not only the presence of
the mother's words that teaches the child words, but also the absence of
the mother's flesh that requires the child to acquire words (Gjlbert
e6).

Thus, even vJhen absent or siìent, the mother generates language within others

and also within herself, reconstìtutìng her lost presence in symbolìsation

and, for my purposes, historìcal narrative. Women transform thejr absence from

society and its discourses into a presence by expressing their unwritten lìves

in a rìother tongue re-gained from the patriarchy whìch has appropriated it to

exclude women. Marìatt's decoding (or de-boning) of the patrjarchaì djscourse

allows us to get to the bare flesh of the natter--to the mothertongue that has

been tied, or over-written in patriarchal discourse,

Pamela Banting refers to the language in which women find themselves as

a "(m)other tongue" which is "a simultaneous translation between language and

the body, between the already spoken and the unspeakable, between the familiar

and the un- and/or de-famiìiarized" (Banting, rrS(m)otherrr 85). She refers to

it as an rrinterlanguagerr that is situated between the source language (based

on the ìogos, or mìnd) and target language (based on the femaìe body) which

rrresults from a learnerrs attempted production of the target language" and

which "emerges only ìn the process of second-ìanguage ìearning" (Bantjng,

rfTranslation' 127'), ft is a tongue t,thich connects the ìnterior language of
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eromen to the externaì patriarchaì language, traditionaìly employed as a Ítool,l

to grip/dominate. Sjmiìarly, i4arlatt's Annie determines that, ,,our wrìt,i ng,

which we also ljve inside of, is different fron men's, and not a tool , not a

'pure instrument for gettìng a grip on the world' (.l33). Marlatt suggests that

as women live in their bodies, they also reside in the ìanguage they speak and

lrrjte--it becomes a house, dwelling, l,iving space in which women can gìve

birth to each other. The femaìe characters in Ana Historic figuratively come

to Iife, having first given lìfe to a language which alìows them finally to

tell their own expeliences in a personalized hìstory emanatìng from the body,

Seeking to re-possess the body of which women have been de-possessed, Marìatt

effectively parrìes history as hysterectomy, or the sìlencing of women, She

proposes that women write themselves back into a discourse which has erased

them by inscribing themselves in their own fictions which "run through them";

this ìnternaì history can be translated jnto writing through contact with the

external envìronment. The birth canal which produces life also serves as a

passagervay of a mothertongue, a language connecting the inside to the outside

world, In lfild Mother Dancíno, Di Brandt writes:

It]his conception of language as mothered, mothering, as truly
mothertongue, has far-reaching impììcations. . , If it is possible to
image the mother as presence rather than absence, as speaking subject
rather than mute object, container, vessel, then it is possible to write
the mother story as a story of relationships between exìsting women
( Brandt 66),

To write thjs story in which woments lives and relationships are

ìnterwoven, Marlatt trans¡ates the inner language of the mother tongue into a

verbal/wrìtten utterance; she maintains that women can assert their difference

by wrìting and speakìng through the'i r body, but they can also express

themselves in language by using it in djfferent, ìnnovative ways. Just as

women are both inside and outside of their bodies while givìng birth, they are
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inside language (writing in the patriarchal structure) and outside language

(wrìtìng their difference into this structure), By using the resources of

language to express a new feminine reality, Martatt supports Elaine

showaltei's assertion that the "problem is not that language is insufficient
to express womenrs consciousness but that women have been denied the fuìì
resources of language and have been forced into s,i lence, euphenjsn, or

circumlocutíon" (showalter 466). Marlatt writes against this silencing by

using the same language which mutes women in its historical , econonìc, and

medjcal discourse to make women preserf ìn discourse; she steps "jnto the

page/irnage that has flattened or defined woman'¡s life according to a single

standard" (Lowry g1).

she asserts femaìe difference in wrìting through syntactical innovations

in comnas, slashes, dashes, eìlipses, parentheses. Dennis Cooìey suggests

that, "Ihler syntax spaghettjes on our laps, o]d shoelaces--infinitely

accomodating, 'intimately enfolding. A syntax happy to fall upon its laces its
fjnds run pleased look look at that into new unfoldìngs unexpected

propositìons" (Cooley 69), Cooley's (un)comman usage of syntax reflects
llarlatt's non -comma/nd i ng ¡ unpunctured sentence, 0r, Marlatt's tendency to

create run-on sentences, without perjods (the full stop)--to get a sense of

the djrection of the sentence, which is in effect going nowhene, or

everywhere, circlìng around and back like the rhythms of the body, Rather than

existing in a conventional structure which restricts rather than encourages

free movement, Marlatt's sentences, like her female characters, run wild in
Ana Historic: "the soughìng, sjghing of bodìes, the cracks and chìrps, odd

rustles, sonethìng ìike breath escaping, something inhuman ì slìpped through.

in communion with trees, following the migratory routes of bugs, the pathways
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of water, the warning sounds of birds" (lB),

Like Anniers playing and running through nature, her sentences become a

naturaì place for Marlatt to articuìate her chiìdjsh (and adult) longings,

meanderings. Marlatt's syntactical play does not stop with commas; she uses

slashes between words to indicate that the desired meanìng iies between the

meanings of two words, or encompasses the meanings of both words, as a

transìated work Iies somewhere between source and target text, In an

especially effective instance, Annie tells Ina that "the pubìic/private walI.

defined the world you ìived inside" (23); by using the slash, Annìe stresses

the separation, yet r¡elding of "publìc,' and IprivateÙ--Ina's difficulty in
living both in the pubìic world of the patriarchy (represented by a general

hìstory) and in her own private world (her jndividual story). Constantly

feel ing she must 'l ìve up to societal standards, but wanting her own private

life as well, Ina eventually forces herself to play the role of perfect mother

and wife that she beìieves society expects of her, Ina finishes by (s)lash.ing

out/blaming herself for not succeeding at integrating her externally portrayed

self and internally repressed setf, Alì the femaìe characters in the story,

however, share Ina's experience of lìvìng between two states, at '!the gap

between two versìons,' (106), there at the vìrgule, metapholically caught

between the source text (the ,'normaì") and target text (the a-na-normal).

Unlike Ina, however, Annie and Ana choose the way they wiìt follow at the

proverbìal fork in the road. One is the road of convention/siìencing--the

other of new poss i bì I i t ì es/speech , They move Ùvers" (towards) the di-vers,ion,

by sub-verting/in-verting the societaì norm; because Annie can imagine new

possibilities for her character and herseìf, they break with convention to

choose the seldom trod path of lesbjanjsm.
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Marlatt seeks to escape the boundarìes of patriarchal socìety and

discourse by unconvent i onal I y employing not only the slash, but also the dash-

-she makes a dash for it, The dash is often used to show a change in thought

flow--to add information olinsìght to the prev,ious thought so that the story

is wrjtten in st ream-of-consc i ou sness . Marlatt rejects the stlict subject-

verb-object sentence construction that forces thoughts to be linear in their

organizatìon, subject acting on object. She also uses the elììpses to resìst

the standard sentence structure; by allowing the thought to continue beyond

its existence as words on a page, she avoids the precise begìnning and ending

of a sentence, This progression of thought toward wordlessness is exemplified

in Zoe's question to Anniei "'so what is it you want from her [Ana]?' the

question surrounds us sudden and floating, chaì rs suspended outside this

ordìnary cafe..," (91), Like the chairs that exist outside the walls of the

cafe, the thought moves beyond the restrjctive packaging of words/text into an

area that does not necessari ly requìre words to give meaning to thought and

desire, Both Zoe and Annie contemplate the Iife of the hjstorical Ana which

Annie is recreating; Zoe reminds Annie that she can imagìne a lìfe for Ana,

for she is not bound by any previously recorded material that wouìd prove

"faìse" her version of Ana's history. Marìatt's eIìiptical usage echoes her

abiIity to imagine the life of Ana Richards out of the restrictive barriers of

a patrìarchalìy-ìoaded ìanguage and history, Annie pictures Ana in front of

"the page, her tapping there, looking for a tvay out of the blank that faced

her" (45)--to present herself on the page (turn over a new ìeaf?) by eludìng

the conventjonal form and language of history whjch has effaced her.

Marlatt also breaks the franes of a patrìarchal ìanguage by using the

open parentheses, not to contain a thought separate from the main story line,
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but to include the off-line-reflection in the story. Annie says to her mother:

rri canrt turn you into a story, there is this absence here, where the words

stop, (and then i remember--" (1.|). The single parenthetical bracket alìows

her to expand her musings / her story beyond parentheticat restriction--to
actually create a dialogue between words, CooIey notìces, "Ib]ut because the

ruptures come so interactìvely and so frequen y in mid-sentence (not at the

end where they would be less disruptjve) they speak more equally with and to

the rest of the text" (Cooley 71). Glen Lowry further affirms that both

Marlatt and Tostevin undernine "the system of classification that Foucault so

succintìy demonstrates to be part of the power structure of the Norm" by

exposing "phalìogocentric objectìvìty as parenthetical, put on to separate us

from each other" (Lowry 93-4). He quotes Marlatt, who nrites: 'break the

parentheses and let it alì surface! fallìng apart, He are, i am. we have

fallen apart, the parts donrt fit, not well, never whole. never djd,," (iSO).

Annie's story becomes a colìection of thoughts that spill forth from her mind

onto the page, res'isting enclosure and linear organization of the patriarchal-

based Ianguage which attempts to ',railroad" women out of the picture. The

metaphor is apt, for Annie is awakened in the night to darkness and solitude,

to the non-comforting presence of her husband by "the sound of a train, in

some yard where men already up tyere working signaìs, levers, Ianps" (9), Her

train of thought is de-raì ìed from the solace of sìeep,s passage to careen

towards the unknown: the fear of who may be outside, off the beaten track, yet

it is this path she wishes to foìlow, to confront her fear of the unknown by

leaving the comfort of the known, the "standard" track. Manina Jones states

thal Ana Hí storí c effects

a kind of ' dera i I ment/ dá raí I I enent (,taìking nonsense,) of narrative
and even syntactical sense in which the parenthetical becomes primary,
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and (the) story gets off track, , . Annie for example, says she ,can't
seem to stay on track, nor can my sentence, even close its brackets'
[171. She cannot, in other words, conform to estabìished norms of
behavi our (Jones 154) ,

Annie opposes a monologue whose stories are forcibly contained withìn the

lìnearity of its "tracks, " as parêntheses cìose (off) and segregate thoughts

not consistent with a rigid story line.

As lilarlatt resists the idea of impos.itìon and closure through her

syntactical innovations, so does she in her etyrnologjcaì breakdown of words.

Words are translated over the generations as they are adapted to djfferent

social contexts, in the end, assuming a meaning often unrelated to their

original neanings, It is the root, or source of words that Marlatt attempts to

unearth to determine how a patriarchal I anguage/soc i ety has subsequently

shaped, or misshaped, their meanings. Her prìnc,ipal character, Annie, seeks to

understand the reasons for her mother's untimeìy demise by dìgging up the

roots of the words that ail their famiiy tree--the words that her mother

passed onto her daughter, perpetuating a dominatjng patriarchal language.

Annie recjtes: rrwords. words, that shiftìng territory. never oners own, fulì
of deadfalls and hidden c'laims to a reality others have made,, (32). She

attempts to get past the external covering of ìeords ("wardrobes. wordrobes")

to compare theìr original meanings to the meanings they have acquìred through

social usage,

The word 'rlady," epitomizìng the constrjction of a woman's insides for

the sake of a proprìetal appearance, is',a word that has claimed so much from

women trying to maintajn jt, ,a woman whose conduct conforns to a certain

standard of propriety" (32), Annje, rather than accepting the restrictive
standards imposed on women generation after generation as her mother did,

Annie chooses to question and resist subscribing to an ,imperialistic language
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which forces people to speak and write words whose meanìngs have no

signifìcance for them, women are just as culpable as men of perpetuating a

ìanguage of fixed expression by passìng on words such as "lady," whose meanìng

has transforned greatly from its use in the society in which Ina grew up, to
its meaning in the worìd in which her daughter is raised, As Ina teaches her

daughter women should always act as "ladies,,' the nuns of Laura's childhood

teach the gìrls the different.rrcategoríesI of women--"whore,r rmother,r and

"saint" in Tostevin's Froq Moon. These words becorne empty sïgnìfiers because

the girìs faìì to equate these out-dated terms with what they beìieve to

constitute a rrwoman," The patrilineal circuit transmits singular meanings

through its ìinguistic wire, preventing other ìnterpretations/readings in its
closed discursìve system. If one is ìgnorant of the patriarchally-toaded

meanings in this system¡ s/he is cut off from the power of words--left in the

dark, so to speak, Such is the case when Ana instructs a native child to write

the ìetter I'a" by equating its written form with the sound of the word

"angeì, r' unaware that she is forcing the child to learn a language of

colonization whose cuìturaì codes differ so extensivety from her own tongue

that she is unabìe to translate them, Like the native gìrl and the principaì

femaie characters in Ana Historic, the girls in Froq Moon inherit a language

in which they cannot adequately express themselves, so trapped are they in its
linguistic encasements, Gìen Lowry suggests that Marlatt and Tostevin break

through th'is seemìngìy 'impervious djscourse of singular neaning by "sounding

the difference¡ ìetting the other voices be heard, the other truths be told"
and "fìnding the dormant meanings (not the essentiaì or even origìnal

meanings, but the pturaìity from which the singular meaning has been

ext racted/abst ract ed ¡' (Lowry 96) ,
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Marìatt, and Tostevin for that rÌatter, reject the theory of language

whjch consists of a I'masculine desire for meaning--for direct correlation

between the word and thing" whereby "[a]nything outside this masculine quest

for meaning ìs superfluous, and as such, nust exist as erasuret' (Lowry 90),

One example of this masculìne linguistic (and narrative) negation of women

occurs in the nord "ton-boy," a girl who has male characteristics. The name

doubly negates her. "Mrs. Richards" is another title that insists on negating

the woman within it, naming Ana out of existence by denying her an ìdentìty in

a story constructed from a decidedìy non-male perspective, Annie pre-positions

Ana, getting beyond/u nde r,/beh i nd the anonymous "Mrs. Richards" by giving this

historical woman a first name, Ana, a name whose first initial marks not only

the begìnnìng of the Roman alphabet, but also a fresh embarkation for this

woman who places herseìf first and above alì in a story of her own making. In

re-naming herself "Annie Torrent" at the end of the novel , Annìe also perrn'its

herself to acquire another identity as a woman who may more passionateìy gush

forth her thoughts and feel ings rather than contain them in a "spring" (as Ana

would have been forced to do if she had narried Mr, Ben Springer, if she had

become a "Springer"). As Annie fìghts agaìnst containment in words, so she

resists fixation in a history that mutes wonen in ìts objectifìcatjon, l arlatt

insists that women must somehow decode the fixed, and fixing, ìanguage of

patrjarchal dìscourse, and recode it with thejr own meaning through a language

that values womenrs experiences, bodies and histories.

The story of Annìe, Ana and Ina is not one which nould be found ìn

official documents, for it refuses to be wrjtten in the language and form of

discursive history, whìch Marlatt defines as I'the story. . ,of dominance.

mastery, the bold line of it" (25). Her/story is nonetheless an account of
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womenrs lives that is equalìy valid as historìcal, "factua1" accounts, Unlìke

Ina who becomes de-valued and phased-out of actjon (like defunct currency) by

the male economy which has historically aclcounted for women's ììves, Annie,

Ana and Zoe learn to account for themselves in a new economy which vaìues

female experÍences, Thus, Ana Hístoric differentiates itseìf from conventionaì

history by resisting its definitive content (a concentration on male and

usually pubìic experiences) and form (a strict closure that forces the events

and people it recounts to become 'rflattened by destiny, caught between the

covers of a book'r If50l). Marlatt asserts the valìdity of her version of

hìstory even though she refers to it as "a-historic": jt is not $,ritten in the

rrfactualrr discourse of history, nor ìn the form of a histolical text. Di

Brandt writes that Marlatt "reclaims and deveìops thìs idea of the

'ahistoric,t the 'ana-historic' as the approprjate narrative space for women's

fictional stories: because we cannot remember womenrs lives fron the

hjstorical record kept about us, we are free to invent them" (Brandt 69). in
the same way that Ana Hístoríc is a-historjc, it is a-novelist.ic, a novel, and

"not a roman/ceu (AH 67). In other words, it refuses to be written in the

standard form and content of a novel, or an idealjstic rrromancer'; Marlatt's

romance is not a love story which ends decìsively in a new and reformed

identity for the protagonist, but is rather a continuous search for ìdentity

that does not cease with the tast page of the story. Annie can imagjne/write a

new ending for herself, but it is onty by writing about her nother, Ina, and

her story's character, Ana, as well as conversing with her fliend, Zoe, that

she realizes that she can indeed create a new and different self,

Elaine Shovralter ascertaìns that a model of female difference in writìng

ìs based not only on t{omenrs body and ìanguage, but on a ltheory of the female
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psyche or seif¡ shaped by the body, by the development of language, and by

sex-role socialization" (467). Having studied how Marlatt locates within the

female body a mother tongue, and how women writers have devetoped thìs

language to femjnist ends! we wilì now observe how sex-role condìtioning

constructs the femaìe self, who wiìl assert her difference in a non-

patr'iarchal writing, showalter argues that a study of sex-role socialization

helps us see 'rthe mother-daughter configuration as a source of female

creativity" (467). Most women are influenced by their mother for ìt is often

the mother who passes on her societal role to her daughter. weaving together

their different thoughts, desjres and relationships wìth those of their
mothers to determine how their mothers have influenced their lives (the.i r

stories), Annie and Ana emphasize the importance of a common mother-daughter

bond, Ana js taught only that her mother, led 'rastray'¡ by her dancing, ìeft
her and her father, who now considers his wife as good as ,'dead for her sins"

(72), Anars maternal loss echoes that of the narrator ìn How Huq a Stone, who

cries: "dance out names at the heart of where we are lost, hers first of all,
wiìd mother dancing upon the waves" (Marìatt, Ghost l{orks lg7). Although she

has never known her mother, Ana connects with her when she desires to dance at

the party to liberate herself from the repressive ìife as a mjnister's

daughter' iust as her mother dances out of her position as a minister's wife,

Ana inherits a sense of her mother's wanderlust/search for her own ìdentity,

and is thus compeìled to leave her father and his ínflexible religìous life to
begin a new ìife in Brjtish Columbla.

As Anars mother may have inspired Ana to de-code the exclusjve

discourse, so, too, Annie's mother encourages Annie to assert herself in a

patriarchal society that has deterred won¡en from voicing their own opinìons.
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Inars example is more negatìve, however, because Annie is motivated by what

her mother does ¡lot do, constantly trying to conform to society's expectations

of a 1950s wo¡nan, Ina becomes conditioned into being the agent of her own

repression, unabìe to see her real self beneath her covergirl makeup/facade,

Marlatt implies that women¡ ìiving ìn a body whìch is objectified ("seen") by

the male gaze, have been disconnected from theìr self/mind--from actually

"seeìng" for themselves. Their mut(e)ation has occurred because they have been

Iiving in a body (of language) that has been approprìated by the system,

Annie's mother is an exampìe of a woman who is entrapped in a code/language

which has taught her to concentrate on her Iooks, not her brain; because she

doesn't activeìy resist this code, Ina assumes and then retains the identìty
that has been carved out for her as mother and wife rather than seeking status

as a woman with needs and wants of her own, separate from those of her husband

and family' Pamela Banting explains that it is Ina's failure to extricate

herseìf from this personal/public dìchotomy that causes her demjse:

Ina becomes a victim partly of her own learned inability graduating to
refusal to translate. Her response to her ìmmìgrant sitûalion and io the
circumscription of her ìife by the predefined ioìes of wife and motherin the forties and fifties is rigidty to prêserve and perfect these
roles through obsessive house-c'leanjng--ìn other words through
compulsively mimìng, to the letter, the source of her victinization
('rTransìation'¡ .l26).

Ina transfers some of these feeììngs of victimìzation onto the young

Annìe as Ina, in mìmickìng the very male-serving society that threatens to

silence her (for good), frightens her daughter by telting Annie that her

previous source of security has disappeared: "Mummy's gone" (ll). It is a

very primal experience to have the mother turn into this person who denies

that she is the mother figure," lrlarìatt discìoses; the mother 'ris say,ing what

the chjìd feels has to be impossìble, and yet, because she is saying it,
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language makes it real and her absence is suddenly there as a frìghtening

possibility" (Soundinq f85), And then Annie's mother is gone/absented before

Annie has the opportunìty to realìy taìk to her and get to know her thoughts,

her language, 0nly upon becoming a mother herself does Annie begin to

understand her own mother and thus transfer her resentment at being abandoned

from her mother to the social structure that repressed her, As a result of

suppressing her own desi res to fìt into her assigned place ìn a patriarchal

society, Ina becomes split into tvroi "the self and the body that betrays the

self...the body that defeats the self. tåe body, not even your body' split

off, schizophrenic, suffering hysteric maìfunction. ali of th'i s contained,

unspoken" (89), Annìe wlites, "Mum: mum," but Gi lbert and Gubar reverse her

equation, wrìting that if "mom is not mum, one might brìdge the glievous gulf

of absence Ibetween child and mother] by expressing desire in language and

reconstituting a lost presence through symbol isation" (Gilbert 9ô), Annie

realjzes that the previous chasm between her and her mother has been created

and widened by a society that promotes maternal alienation and thus female

absence from the very dìscourse with whìch women instilì and nourish a child,

Ana Historic's pnotagonjst, seeìng that women can regain their lost presence

by writing an historical fiction in the mother tongue that re-presents women's

bodies and desi res, is able nonetheless to cement her and Ina's relationship

by aìlowing ina to speak in her own vernacuiar.

In the process of writing her mother ìnto presence, Annie re-writes not

only Ana into being, but also herseìf, thereby creatìng an intimate connection

between the wonen present(ed) in the noveì. Reaìizing early in life that she

does not want to undergo the same trauma her mother undergoes, Annie rebels

against the gendered roles she has been assigned and seeks to live outside the
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parameters of the sociaìly "acceptable. " Aìthough Annie initially succumbs to

the requirements of marriage, with the help of her frìend, Zoe, she is

eventuaìIy able to knock down the societal "norm" and open the door to a

prev iousl y jnconceived lesbian ììfestyle'

She can onìy transìate a hitherto heterosexual existence into a

homosexual one by first confronting her fear of change, of acknowledg'i ng what

she most desires. Annie must be able to reconcìle the inside world in which

she ìives (her body/her house) with the outside world bv opening the door out

'into it and confronting her fear of what ljes beyond her wor'ld--essentìal ly

translating the internal language of the body into the written language of

story. Telìing herself that "our stories are hidden from us by fear" (79),

Annie discerns that the fear of "tetling stolies, " which her mother has

accusingly identified, or of not writing history, as her husband would say, ìs

really hen own fear of becoming Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, creating her own

monster (which subsists by imagination alone), The monstnous story that Annie

creates in fact remarkably resenbles Mary Shelley's monster, subsisting as a

wild fabrication of bits and pieces of different bodies, The narrative is also

a figurative melding together of the bodies and experiences of different

women; both monsters personify the ìmaginatìon which will forever r"oam freely

through the "wi ld zone" (Showaìter's space for women's unexpressed

"i magi nary " ) ,

Insisting that Annje's story has the rìght to embody imagìnation, Zoe

("life in Greek) emphasizes that women need to iive in both history a,d

imagination (in a-na-history); when the characters ìive in the writer, they

narratively come aljve themselves, jumpìng out of the dusty pages of history'

Zoe points out that Annie's own character has seeped into her story character,
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Ana, and that in imag(in)ing her own reversal in Ana Richards, Richard's Annie

is, in fact, constructing another version of herself through her writing,

Annie and Ana bond across time and space as they sìmultaneously rrcome out" as

lesbians in a society which encourages woÍren to become wives and mothers, This

r"coming out' process within the lesbian community," writes Susan Krieger,

"paraìlels and works ìn conjunction wìth coming out to the self and to the

outsi de world" (Krieger 230).

Annie writes Ana venturìng out of her definitive social role as the

widow Mrs. Richards, who is expected to renarry an e] igible bachelor (Mr. Ben

Spli nger), but ìnstead becomes the lover of another woman, Birdie; Annie thus

converts Ana (and henself) from theìr posit'ion as subordìnate wife in a

repressive economy into one as liberated lesbian in a dìaìogìc environment,

Annie realjzes she has the power to re-write both Ana and herself within a

daunting social system by changing the order wìthin their own lives, The

change/transformation of self comes from within, much as, in Marlatt's

taxonomy, the beginnìngs of a mother tongue, which gìves women the means to

utter themselves, emanates from the female body, Because Annie writes a

different 'rending" for Ana than the one offered in the history book, she can

aìso imagine a new ending, and re-versely, a begìnnìng, for herself. Zoe steps

into the picture, helpìng Annie knock down/break through the codes of a

female-exclusive language in order to re-code themselves into dìscourse and

thus make a space for women to utter their hitherto internalized longings,

Celine Chan confirms that "Annie and Zoe have placed themselves jn nomad

space--the kinetic, unbounded region that ìies outsjde the static enclosures

of patriarchal power, , ,a space whose openness is conducive to the unlocking

and expression of repressed desjre" (Chan 69),
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The place where the two lovers converge becomes the narrative space in

which the reader meets the characters in the story, breathing into them a life
that alìows an image of the protagonìsts to remain within the reader's mind

even after the novel is closed, 0n the last page of the vritten story, llarlatt

writes: "you she breathes, is where we neet, " implying that the text becomes a

meeting place for \,,omen as writers and as readers--"you" (the writer/the text)

alìows for "she" (the character) to connect with 'we" (the writer/reader).

Sharìng her own views and experiences with the women in the novel, as a

translation of the patrjarchal version of the past, a female reader becomes

actively, no longer passively, involved in the creation of the hilstory which

now bonds women across time and space. Exchangìng ideas and experiences in

this site, women compose narratìves that are not reflections (reproductions)

of traditional histor"ies, but are unique productjons that assert female

difference, Marlatt suggests that writjng/reading hìstory is necessari ly a

communal process jn which women can become audiences for each other, reading

over each otherrs shoulders, touching the other's pen, poised above the paper;

Marlatt announces a kinship between the wlitings and bodies of women. Annie

'imagines Ana writing: "her hand holding the pen could embody the very feel of

life, as if she could reach out and touch her" (45). TeìIìng Anníe that "jt's
women imaginìng alì that vromen could be that brings us into the world,'r Zoe

encourages Annie to get in touch with her character in her story, Ana can be

written out of history's muting because Annie can imagine her as a darìng and

iively woman courageous enough to break out of the corset of propriety;

because Annie knows her mother's life, she cannot create for her a new one but

she can tell her story to show how women have been si lenced against thejr will

and aga'inst theì r irnaginat'ion,
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Inagination becomes the wilI and not the fantasy to create women's Iives

d'ifferently by gìvìng them possìbilities beyond the closed "facts" of a

hìstory text, The desíre of the female characters to move beyond an ìmposed

textuaì closure reflects the desire of the reader to determine her/hìs own

ending to the story, Glen Lowry states that "lrleading actively is at odds

wìth a male economy of languagej it dislodges l.he author from his vork,

upsetting a 'theme of authority' lBarthes 30) crucial to'the network of

writingr upon which society is basedrr (Lowry 93). In allowìng her story to

continue on 'rinto the page ahead,rr Marlatt offers a different version of a

traditional narrative which, in positing a definite concìusion to the events

ìt narrates, prevents the reader from imagining other possible endìngs, Ana

Historic 'rresists the closure of fixed meaning and offers many varied

positìons to the reader, Through their actjvity of decoding and recoding, of

readìng/writing, the readers are co-creators of meaning" (Godard, "Body I"

494). The reader, as well as the wliter and characters, engage ìn an actìve

trans'latìon process in which they decode a female-exclusjve his/tory in orden

to re-code it with their own experìences, to re-present themseìves. The text,

which is what Godard so effectìvely names a "casse-te(x)te," or text-breaker

("Body I" 494), becomes a site where women can neet to share their stoflies--

narratively to give birth to each other by speaking and wrìtìng in a language

emanati ng from thej r bodi es.



CHAPTER THREE
LOLA LEMIRE TOSTEVIN'S FROG MOON
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Lola Lenire Tostevínrs Froq Moon ís an amalgamation of stories that

vreaves together a diversity of traditions, places and voices to create one

womanrs multi-textured history. The author argues that through the teìling of

these stories, which she says, "spin themselves into the spine of my history,

each tale an acoustic mìrror reflecting the dìfferent facets of my background,

my geography" (151), the body reproduces ítself. In her richly diverse

narrat'ive, bodìes metaphorjcally produce each other, inter'lockìng like the

subjects in a Pjcasso paìnting whose physical parts become scattered in order

to be bound together¡ in a jumbled mass ìn whjch individual bodies are

indiscernable, history becomes the vjsion of an infinite flesh. This image of

hilstory as a living entity in vrhich many voices speak is a translated version

of a traditional account whose monologic, authoritative voice claims to speak

for a society, In her translation, Tostevin rebe'ls against the image of "women

whose voices are so soft it's as if they feared to speak / the cause of their

absence afraíd maybe of breaking the hold / on the storyrr (Double Standards),

As the author threads together her personal i zed--what Barbara Godard terms

"woman-handled"-history, she is conscìous of workìng between a pre-conceived

idea of history, and her own (con)vers'ion/translation of this hì story/hì stoì re

(both "history" and "story" in Fnench). She leads a double existence, not only

as a woman, wnitìng against the patriarchal djscourse in order to invent a

feminist dis-course, but also as a Franco-Ontarian whose mother tongue is

French and who has been conditioned to write/speak/live ìn Engl'i sh. Throughout

Froq Moon, the narrator, Laura, wrestles with this doubieness as she

fluctuates between her present life as an anglophone mother and wife, and her

past life as a yor¡ng francophone girl in a convent, attemptÍng to reach a

unified self who will encompass her vast array of experìences, ìanguages, and
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traditions--a self who wil'l come to life through the telling of her

autobi og raph ical hi story.

While the author seeks, like Marlatt, to emphasìze the importance of the

female body within a dìscourse that has excluded it, she perceives the body--

her body--as the production of a personalized, female-specìfic history. Hers

ìs a "frangììcized" ìanguage, rather than a mother tongue, one that enables

women to speak/write their own Iives and the unwnitten lives of other women.

Tostevin posits that we reproduce ourselves as we partìcipate in a cycljcal

process (like the internal cyclical female rhythm) that causes us to return to

our past and our roots, and reìate/supplant those expeliences as we re-turn to

new contexts in the present, So, we are aìways shifting, moving, changing

contexts, sheddìng our skin--metamorphosìng, as in 0vid's MetamorÞhoses, a

book the narrator's English instructor gives to that graduating Laura to

remind her of the fluÍdity of Iìfe. While ouli nternal space, in which we

store our experiences and knowìedge, nemains constant, our external ìayer

sìoughs off as we adapt to different cìrcumstances and environments. There is,

therefore, constancy in our transformation, Tostevin applies this idea of

progression/transformation through stasis to the human desire to maintajn

tradi ti ons or contì nu'ity i n our mutabl e I i ves.

To thjs end, the author manipulates time to deviate from its structured

ìinearity ìn many narratives. Gerard Genetters term I'frequency," or the

repetitive capacity of narrative, insinuates that every teììin9 of an event

varies, as each tel ler depends only on her/his memory wh'ich refuses to obey

the rules of sequential time, Thus, wjth each re-telling, the structure,

meaning and rûessage of a narrative alters so that it never completely

replicates the story which has preceded ìt, According to Jacques Derrida, this
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repetition with valiation creates a "différance" between stories and among

versions of the same story, as each adapts to nevJ contexts, Writers use the

idea of difference through repetìtion to devìate from the structured form of a

standard narrative while stiì1 retaìnìng similar content, as do translators in

remainìng loyal to the basic meaning in the source text. Tostevin maintains

that such translation occurs constantly, for rrwe're alvJays transìating

something that we have ìived, ejther through another book, or through

experience, or through language, ,writ'i ng is an ongoing translation process"

(Soundìno 274-5), Geonge Steiner confirms that any act of reading is also an

act of translation or, ìn French, "interprétation, " because we traverse time

and space, seeking to understand works of other writers by converting them

into our own idiolect, "Interpretatjon," Steiner writes¡ 'rgives language Iife

beyond the rnoment and place of immediate utterance or transcrìption" (Steiner

27), and ìs in large part influenced by the granmar and vocabulary of the

interpretor's language, and the cuìture in which the interpretor is residing'

Ergo, translative activìty allows for much creativity and diversity; Octavio

Paz affirms that while a'ì I texts are "translations of translations of

translations," each version retains its own individualìty:

Every text is unique, and at the same time, it is the translation of
another text. No text is entirely originaì because language itself, in
its essence, is already a transìationt firstìy, of the non-verbaì wor'ld
and secondly, since every sign and every phrase js the translation of
another sign and another phrase. Hoteever, this argument can be turned
around without ìosìng any of its validìty: alI texts are oliginal
because every translation is distinctive, Every transìation, up to a
certain poìnt, is an invention and as such it constitutes a unique text
(Paz, cited in Bassnett-McGui re 38).

If, ìn Paz's view, every text is a translation of another, and the language ìn

which ìt is written is a translation of the non-verbal wor'ld, then texts

¡{ritten by women authors are yet a further translation in thjs interpretive
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chain, for their works seek to transform a language in which male experiences

are pliv'i leged, ìnto one in which women can communicate their previously

unexpressed thoughts and feelings, AlI writers are maneuvering in a ìanguage

which js not a complete transpositìon of the non-verbal world; such is the

impossìbìlity of creating a djscourse jn which all gestures and other codes

are wrapped in neat Iinguistìc packages. The rvritten and oral language

that has evolved, however, mi rrors more closely Írale than female experiences,

for the former have perhaps been more easily converted into words than have

the latter, By decodìng the hitherto non-verbal female "body language" and

recoding it into the body of language from which it has been excluded,

feminist authors seek to write the histories of women which once wene

untranslatable and unwritten. Translation therefore becomes a means for female

writers like Tostevin to expness their difference u,ithin a dìscourse, one

whose restrictive parameters endure generation after generatìon, by giving new

and diverse interpretations of a history which has underprivileged t.lomen.

The author focuses on tradition as a way of showing how translation

operates in our l'ives. When time imposes a shift and ends a tradition, we

desjre to forge history to prevent our past from shiftìng and dissolving and

to allow for the perpetuatìon of our rituals, our 'l ives and experiences. In

Froq Moon, Tostevin, acclaimed by critic Anna Cundari as doing "an admirable

job of reminding us how the repetition of stories is what makes a famì ly and a

culture" (AuilI 22), writes of the multitude of traditions in her life that

weave themselves into her own work. This personalìzed female history seeks to

resist and subvert a repressive, conventional his/tory in which women and

their bodies are de-valued, in order to present ìts own (con)version which

esteems the bodies and experìences of women, The author herself affirms that
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"personal experience has always been excìuded from the djscourse of

knowledge," but that the writer "disseminates institutional authority" by

incorporating the personaì into history ("Is thìs where" 6), As we will see in

the discussion of oral history, Tostevin favours a discourse in which the

voices of not only vromen, but of alI folks, speak their unwritten stories,

Thus, her tale, differi ng from Marlattrs more rebellious attjtude towards the

patrìarchal canon, resìsts dernoting verbal and þ,rjtten maìe-authored fictions

'i n order to forefront female stories.

Proposìng the idea of "neutrality," as the space between discourses in

which different sjdes do not combat but cooperate, Tostevin extends jt into

the sexual fìeld and the confrontation between the sexes, In an interview with

Janice Williamson, she describes a concept that Roland Barthes refers to as

"le neutre, " which "allows us to escape the constraints of bipoìar gender

differentiation. Not so much as neutral but as sexually ìndifferent to

ìdeological wars between men and women and in some cases even between lvomen"

(Soundinq 276-7), She remarks that this gender differentiation is the result

of the culture in which we live whích defines us and creates for us gender-

specìfic roles. In order to exceed these cultural definitions, we "have to

stop thinking of one section of the populatìon being rìght and the other

section being wrong and more about the possibilities between the two"

(Soundjnq 277). fhe ìndividual hjstory toìd in Froq Moon is a

characteli stically female work to the extent that it speaks of a woman's

personal experìences, ceìebrating the difference (presence) of the previously

missing female body, but it does not sever itself from the patriarchal

discourse in which it is written, and notably includes tales told by different

male sources, lllhite admiring, and even sometimes feeling indebted to her
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fatherrs, and other menrs stories, Launa foregrounds her own ìife (hi)story,

Translating his/tory into her own versjon of hi/story, Tostevin writes

in the same discourse in which narratjves have traditionally been recorded,

but adds her own touch to make tactile her work--to make present her body ìn

her writing, Barbara Godard professes that, "feminist discourse works upon the

dominant discourse in a complex and arnbiguous movement between discourses,

Women's discourse is doubìe, it is the echo of the self and the other, a

movement i nto al teri ty" ( "Theori zi ns" 44) , Thì s doubl eness is evi dent i n

Tostevin's Froq Moon whose narnator oscjllates between two seìves, two worlds,

try'ing to unite her body and mind by writing her seeming]y sp] it personality,

Through wliting, the narrator, like Annie in Ana Historicl assumes control of

her life. She unlocks her desire for expression that has been repressed for so

'long within the ìayers of the sk'i n that protect her (frog-lìke) body. She

gives (re)birth to herse'ì f as she tells her story; her body becornes a physical

(re)production of her wri tten work, assuming a presence that women have not

enjoyed in conventjonaì hìstory, As Marlatt unwires the power line of

historical dìscourse, so too does Tostevin, by firstly exposìng and resìstìng

the undesi rable images of the body presented (or made absent) in archaic

medical, theological and hjstorical dìscourse, and secondly, by offering her

own ìmage of the body as created/ reproduced through the telling of tales,

anecdotes and I egends ,

The convent in which the young narrator lives and is educated represents

the confjnement imposed by not only hierarchical, authoritative ìnstitutions,

but also the limited discourses they produce. Vrlhi le she relates her

experìences as a young gir'l in a Catholic convent, the narrator exposes the

resoundingly repressive teachings to which she is subjected--a discourse that
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makes absent bodì ly presence. This canonical language encourages the young

girl to view the femaìe body as an object as sterile as the language used to

describe it and, by coveling and denyjng her sexualìty, to prevent her inner

desi res from exceeding her physical frame, Laura is conditioned in childhood

by nuns, who iron'ically perpetuate a social and reìigìous order that demotes

women, to detach herself froÍr her own body in order to offer ìt in ser/vice to

a higher cause. Hence, as a young girl , the narrator learns that her body is

not her own, and that it can be appropriated by other persons for reasons she

does not completely comprehend, It becomes de-valued, emptìed ìn a religious

economy that paradoxically inferiorizes the very woman it claims to grandize

as bearer of Iife. The gir] s at the convent are conditioned to perceive

themselves as secondary to their male counterparts by learnìng that vJomen have

essentially two identìties, or faces--the damned in bewilderment and the

saintly in rapturous ecstasy--as outlìned by the mascul ine libido.

Psychoanalyst Nancy Chodorow affjrms that girls and boys develop their

sexual/gender identitjes at a young age, and thatt "[vr]omen's difficulties

with feminine 'identìty come aften the Oedipaì phase, in which male power and

cultural hegemony give sex differences a transformed value" (cited in

Showalter 469), It is this de-valuation of her sex (son sexe) that the

narrator exposes and resi sts.

In the chapter entitled "Cannaì Knowledge," Tostevin juxtaposes medical ,

carnal discourse with theological, incarnate discourse to emphasize how, by

proposing two extrene versions of the female body, these patrìarchaì languages

do not alot a tenable space for that body--a millieu in which women can feel

more in touch with themselves, The young narraton's search for an ìdentìty

separate fron the chaste, Catholjc gir'l the nuns make her is further thwarted
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by the Word of the Bibìe which states that good women ri se to spiritualjty and

I'badrr women sink into carnal degradation. Laura remarks that because the Bibìe

is written 'i n a language foreìgn to her, she must translate its stories into

her own language to determine what they mean through their form and not

strictly thejr content, As these parables become forms emptied of meaning, so

do women's physiques, emptìed of their own signìficance in order that they

ful/fiII a contract w'ith the "higher" relìgìous order. Women,s bodies become

vessels (vassals) to the constrjcting parochial system. The parish prìest

summari zes thei r rol e:

[God] had a special role in mind for the woman's body. Her body is a
receptacle, a vessel for the sacred duty of motherhood, and as we all
know.,,each woman's body is a symbol for the vessel that carried the Son
of God. There js no greater honour than that (58),

In Ana Historic, the young Annie must simìlarly imagine herself as vessel when

she pìays the role of the Virgìn Mary in the Chlistmas pageant; a mother telìs

her to ìmagine the divine baby sent from the Father, Iiving inside heri "your

own body has given birth to this child whjch is on loan from God, your body

has had 6od fiving jn it in the form of a baby" (101). In such a narrative,

the female body becomes a mere symbol for the transporter of lìfe, adherìng to

a restrictive rel ig'ion in which women are subsid'iary to their domìneeri ng

counterparts.

The Church, the central institutìon in this patniarchal symbolic order,

and the convent that supports this higher power, assume authority over Lauta's

life. Upon entering the convent, "she relìnquished alI power over her own

smai l life. There was nothing to do but yie'ld to God's rep resentat i ves , the

nuns, day in and day out. No choice, no voice, no say" (128). The author

w|ites of her earìy educative years: "Ic]onvent girls ane perfect examples of

Phi lomelas robbed of ìanguage in the name of God, and since I was also tone
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deaf I d'idn't even have the consoìation of a nightìngalers songrr (rrThey'ìì

say" 65), Steiner remarks that since the beginnings of Christianity, rtsweet

and low" women's voices have been cherished by the male establishment, but "an

even greater and more concordant beauty is silence. The motif of the vroman or

maiden who says very ìittle, in whom silence is a symbol ic counterpart to

chasteness and sacrificial grace" (Steiner 42) is overtly present in early

classical literature, most notably the Bible. The nuns in the convent enforce

rigid teachings and prevent the girls from nourishing their own beliefs

through not only the Bjble but aìso reììgious symbols, The 9irls must cross

their bodies to show repentance for thejr sins, the most serious beìng the sin

of the flesh--yieldìng to, rather than suppressing the body's sexuaìity:

The flesh, Ia chair, the hush sound of its shhh seals it vrith
dìsgrace. Flesh, the soft part of a mother's body, sááå. Bloody
flesh, mucuous flesh, entrai ls, organs, slráh. Nakedness, buttocks,
penis, vagina, menstruation, shhh. Sex, sååå, The most doubtful parts of
human natune, shhh. For these are the deadly sjns that stajn the soul,
deface it untìl it caves under the weight of its own decay, under the
weìght of its own flesh (101-2).

0nly the representative of the Almighty Father can cìeanse the gìrìs' cavities

by making the sign of the cross and absoìving them jn a language translated

from Latìn; the gir] s are thus doubly estranged from God, heaning His words

only through an interpreter, They are confused to find that though they are

forgiven by the divine Father, they cannot respond to Him--it is a one-way

correspondence (a bad translation), Ironìcaìly, God effuses presence/power in

his absence whereas women remain hidden and powerless in theirs. In her poetry

book, 'soohie, Tostevin comments on Derrìda's course on "The Political

Theoìogy of Language," sayìng that "God as nane is orjgin of the law and he

can only maintain his ro'ìe if he remains hìdden, which means he can only be

experìenced as absence, as silence" ('sophie 46), In Tostevin's view, women
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also exist only by namer by the ìabeìs whjch are given them in the patliarchal

order. In a doctrinal reììgious economy, women are lost in the translation,

trapped between the two versìons of woman presented in religious teachings:

angel or whore / spirìtual fìgure or sexual body. Laura realizes that neither

version is desirabìe, heali ng that her grandmother, while a hard-working,

generous, frugal, multìple chi ld-bearìn9 "saint," apparently worked herself to

death, and, through her mother's story about Rose LaTulìppe, and in the

Church's reading, learning that a woman can be eternally damned for submitting

to her sexual desires. As the narrator wrestles betreeen the two images to fìnd

a space between them, we are reminded of the woman author's struggle to write

a history that is not an Essentialist versjon of women, but a version which

incorporates feminist innovatjons in narrative content and form, Creatìng such

a work in Froo Moon, Tostevin exposes the theological and medical discourses

that have negated the female body, and retal iates by reinscribing women with'i n

the history that has s i ì enced/de- sexed them.

Medical discourse excises women from the text every bit as much as

theological language, The girls at the convent perpetuate thjs "cutting out"

process by infìictìng harm upon, and even slicing into, their bodies, They do

so, jronically, in order to gain access to the infirmary ward, where the most

descrìptìve and desirable medical texts are stored, The young narraton gains

entry only after she physìcal ly abuses herself through self-imposed

starvation, becorning so weak she cannot "properly" perform her chores in the

sanctioned economy of the convent, Ironically, she opens the glass-fronted

case which houses the medical books wìth a tongue depressor, a steli ìe

'i nstrument that represents the suppression of the mother tongue by the

dominating patriarchal djscourse. Alone in the infirmary, Laura is able to
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find a small space conducive to the unlocking and expression of her own desire

for knowledge, although jn hen sanctuary she still remains enfolded wjthin the

strict waìls of conventional beliefs and teachings, As Ina teaches her

daughter to deny her own sexuality in Ana Historic, the nuns also hope to

dispel any discussion about the female or male anatomy by denyìng the gir'ls

access to written or audio material that is overtly sexuaì, They even censor

kìssing and nudìty in films, showing onìy kìsses givên by saintly women to

poor souls. Teaching that the mind is separate from the body, the nuns affirm

that the only acceptable form of affection between men and women is kìssing

for sa lvati on (not salivation).

The other books the young narrator uncovers affì rm that the body's

physioìogical functions are sepanated from the soul so that saintly women

bleed milk instead of blood--an idea(l) conf'í rmed in the nunsr teaching.

Presented (as Annie is with the newspaper accounts and photographs which

negate women in Ana Historic) with such black-and-white images of the human

physique--purely sterile or savagely sexual--Laura is unsure how to vjew her

own body and is consequently alienated from the very space in which she lìves,

The male body as weìì is a mystery to the young convent gìrls; the narrator is

not surprìsed to find that the pages in Grav's Anatomv on various parts of the

male anatomy and "The Male Organs of Generation" have been carefully cut from

the spine (of the text) to prevent the curious reader from reading it, The

words that she fìnds to be missing are written in another language (Latin)

that she must decode in order to have access to anlother language,

She translates these words by touch, reading the Latin names for the

djfferent parts of her sexual anatomy as she feels them herself. lt/hile Laura

reads the foreign names of her body parts, she cannot find the words to
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describe what she is feeling. She refuses to look at her sexual ongans,

thìnking such a digression of modesty sìnful, so jnstead she 'rreadsfi her

contours as a bljnd person reads braille--not by sight but by touch, Rubbing

her clitoris back and forth, Laura is overcome by an excited sensation welling

within her body as it responds to her touch, expressing itself without need of

words, as Annjers body also speaks its sexuality in Ana Historic. The narrator

eventually succeeds in writing her presence into her own hìstory as she

discovers how to express her difference as a woman Iivìng between languages,

She is only able to make this revision as an aduìt; while as a young girl, she

seeks to challenge the theological and medical discourses that over/under/un-

write women, she stiìl remains within the hal lowed walls of the convent.

Fol lowing her religious teaching, the young protagonist believes that

'ingesting the body of the Son of God will cleanse her insides of the "sinful"

incjdent that occurred in the infirmary. Laura violates the rule that keeps

anyone apart from the priest from touching the sacred chalice, the receptacle

of the blood of Christ, retrìevìng from jt a handful of consecrated wafers,

the body of Christ, and stuffing them into her mouth, thinking,

The body of Jesus will cleanse the rot of her bowels, This is the
lite thr"ough whìch unworthy daughters srvallow the flesh of the Father
and make themseìves worthy again. Not only the Father's liver but his
ent'i re body, so the two of them, daughter and Father, are one (136).

Instead of feeling a powerful internal sensation at the ingestion of Christ's

own body, the young gir] feeìs only constriction jn her throat' as if she were

choking from this act of putrefaction. There is a danger of amaìgamating

individual bodies into one entity, for persons cannot survive jn their own

lite. The ritual that Laura performs--sr,rallowing holy wafers whìle repeating

"Iì nomìne Patrì "--represents the relìgious order that encourages its

followers to adhere to certain rules and standards, inhibjting individual
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expression. This closed system, whjch values the name of the ',Father', above

all else, prevents women from acqùiring a status that rivals

this hyperfìated Word and its connotations as not merely the pou,er of God, the

Father, but also as the law of the patriarchy, \{omen become out-lawed,

unnamed, lìving'in a house-hold whose paternal name and habjtudes they are

forced to adopt, ignoring thejr own desires, Tostevin writes agaìnst customs

that precìude seìf-expression and serve onìy to perpetuate the monoìogic,

authori ty-drì ven regìme reflected in conventìonal history, offering instead

her own version that writes jn tradjtions and rituals that encourage d,ivers.ity

through thei r conti nu'j ty,

Froo Moon offers a version of hìstory in which different traditions,

stories, voices, pìaces and ìanguages merge together to form a multi-coloured

work that has the abiììty to change (its colours), to incorporate new ideas

and perspectìves. In his essay on the "Tower of Babel,,' Mìchael 0akeshott

agrees vJjth this concept of story:

A proper story is like a rìver; sometimes it may be traced back to a
source in the hilìs, but what it becomes reflects the scenery through
¡vhjch it flor{s. It has a history, and its history is marked by the
appearance of new incidents of new characters; ìts colours change
(0akeshott 165),

Froq Moon encapsulates this definition of story, for it is a collection of

bjts and pieces of Laurars and her famììy's past and present lives that

resists adhering to any rules of strict plot design. Laura shows that patterns

can be altered metafictionaìly, remarking whììe working on a tapestry that,

"[t]he kit has a pattern aìready stamped on the webbing, but I've decided to

nake up my own pattern as I go along. I like the new configuration

emerging against the stamped design" (192). Laura's mother, who refers to her

daughter as her "belle rebelle," confirms the narrator's determination to
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advance beyond the out-dated idea of women embroidering and sew,i ng, always

keeping to the pattern (,'le patron, " also ,'boss," a symbol of authority) to be

the author of her own creation, Tostevin does not sìmpìy reject traditionl for

she values it as supplying an important foundation in our lives. She does,

however, oppose it as "an inherited, established, or customary pattern of

thought, action, or behaviour (as a religious practice or social custom)"

(Webster's Dictionarv) that persists over tiÍìe and refuses to adapt itself to

constant shifts in the social, reììgìous, and economic order, Tostevin values

tradition as providing continuity in peopìe,s diverse lives--a comforting

pattern that is repeated time after time, not because ìt accepts habit

unconsciously observed, but because it gives its partakers enjoyment and

satisfaction. In Froq Moon, the narrator celebrates partìcularly familìal,

festive relìgious, and oral traditions as contributing to her sense of seìf,

for the stolies spurned from these traditjons ultimately spìn themseìves into

the spine of her h istory.

The author'affi rms her present self by lookìng into her past at alt the

stories, traditions, people, and places that have shaped her own geo-graphy,

or the space in which she ultimately writes herself. No one is an independent

creatìon, for to some extent, we have been influenced by the words or actions

of others. Tostevin interwines the tales and tellers that have influenced her

life into an autobiographicaì narratìve, rejectìng traditionat hìstory's

concentration on publìc rather than personal experìence, She cites her famìty

and their traditions, though they occasionaìly are emotionally trying, as a

form of secunity and stability ìn her transient life. The annual Chrìstmas

get-together is both a source of trepidation and pieasure to the two famil ies

as the three generatìons convetge their diverse jnterests, beliefs and
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ìanguages for the holiday celebrations, Especiat ly tiresome is the annual

tradi tj on of Laura's mother's surrepti ti ous inspecti on of her daughter's

house; Iike Annie's mother, Ina, ìn Ana Histolic, Laura's mother assesses a

vJomanrs uorth by the cleanliness of her floors. But as Annje learns another

"yersion" of her mother that is hidden beneath the "spjc-and-span" one she

presents to her husband, chiìdren, and community, so too does Laura

intermittently see the many sídes of her mother's personality, While Laura's

mother is a very traditìonal wonan, she has also rebelled against the system,

wearìng pretty dresses and make-up to church, and refusing to work her fingers

to the bone for little reward jn the way her mother before her sacrificed

herself. She conducts the usual house inspectìon because she, lìke Ina, has

been raised to believe a woman's duty is to nurture and support her fami'ìy ìn

a clean domestic environment, Although Laura and her mother may differ ín many

of their views, this mother-daughter ritual is important for the bond it
creates between the two generations of women who combat their subservìent role

as women from within the system, while still adhering to certain traditional

standards and customs (as do women wr^iters).

The mother and daughter are not alone in perpetuatìng tradition. However

grudgingìy, so do their two famiiíes who annualìy congregate for the Chrjstmas

festivities. The narrator relates the family's goings-on ìn four sections of

the book entitled "Babel Noêl,rta term which connotes the bìending, sometimes

cacaphony of her parents', husband's, and chiìdren's voices. These sect'ions

are interspersed throughout the novel jn order to keep returning the reader to

the famiìy, nestled amidst a potpourli of storìes about the young narrator,

the important figures in her childhood, and characters jn her own parentsr

ljves; the cycl ical pattern that brings the reader back to a familìar yet
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different "Babel Noill', (numbered i,ii,iìi,iv) necapitulates Tostevin's sense

of tradjtion as "continuìty through dìversity." Each of the four sections

marks a step ìn the gradual bìend,ing and harmonizjng of the voices in the two

fami'l ies as they learn to compromìse thejr ideals wjth those of the other

members.

The story of "The Tower of Babel" points to the Biblicaì account in

Genesis XI 1-9 which epitomizes what happens when people focus too narrowly on

creat'ing an ideal¡ or an imposing structure (comparable to patriarchal

history) that allows for 'l ittle indivjdual ìmprovisation, The townspeopìe,

forgetting to listen to each other and work cooperat,ively to buìld the Tower.,

pay heed only to faults within the buiìdìng and not to the weìl-being of the

people helping in its construction, To punish the workers for thejr lack of

compassjon, God confounds their tongues, and they become so frustrated with

their inabiììty to understand one another that they abandon both the Tower and

the communìty, The flood of meaningless words that pours from the mouths of

the townspeople (likened to the members of Laura's family) creates one

indiscernable sound in which individual voices are all but 'lost. The narrator

writes a different version of Babel , her own interpretation of this fateful

story, as she re-estabìishes a harmonic accord in her passionately venbose

fami ly and gìves "Babel Noê1" a "happy ending.,' When the members of her famìly

insist on shouting over each other, "as if each person represented a different

clan speakìng its o\rn peculiar djalect" (63), they are merely speakìng their

own "idiolect," trhich Steiner defines as a means of expression in language

that is unìque for each person. He states that "aspects of every Ianguage-act

are unìque and individual . The concept of a normal or standard idiom is

stat i st i ca l l y-based fiction" and notes especjal ly that the "language of a
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community, however uniform its social contour, is an inexhaustìbìy multipìe

aggregate of speech-atoms, of finally irreducible personal meanjngs" (Steiner

46), In much the sane way, the seeming confusion of voices of Laura's famìly

is merely a dramatization of ìanguage's natural make-up as a compi Iation of

individual idiolects. The ìanguages and voices in Laura's family

sinultaneously speak, but a positive dìversìty rather than a negative

confusion results from the lìvely banter, In the wonds of Roland Barthes, ,'the

Biblical myth is reversed, the confusion of tongues is no longer a punjshment,

the subject gains access to bliss by the cohabitation of languages working

sjde by side" (cited in Moyes 79),

Laura, as subject of Froq Moon, an autobìographical f ict'ion, harmonìzes

the conflicting voices within her own body as she realizes that aìthough she

previously compromised her ideal of becomjng a writer, she can stììì pursue

this desire. Like Ina in Ana Historìc, Laura has always tried to adhere to

ideaìs ìmposed on her--to be outstanding scholar, nurtuling and supportive

mother and wìfe, By following the "rules," she hopes to fit into an acceptabìe

"form." These familial rituals put Laura in touch with her roots, heiping her

forge a connection between her younger self, re-born rehen she is in the

presence of her parents, and her older, more experienced seìf, re-established

when she is among her husband, son, and daughter, The cyclical pattern of

returning to the past to understand and appreciate (or crjticize) her

upbringing, and progressing to the present to determine the person she has

become, allows the narrator to spj raì ahead into the future to explore her

potenti ai as a writer,

Religious rituals, whìch put the narrator in touch with the child stì11

livjng withìn her, sìmilarly encourage her to vjew tradition as an important
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presence in her ìife. The adult Laura objects, however, to the stale,

authoritative Catholic rituals she was forced to endure as a chìtd, Just as

Ina instructs Annie, and the women of Hastings Mill inform Ana that a properrl

Lady adheres to certain social rituals, the nuns at the convent teach Laura

that (durjng that era) a I'proper" participant in the communion rjtual does not

touch the host, the body of Christ, nor the chalice whjch holds hìs bìood, for

- risk of "contarninating" the blessed objects,

This aversion to contamination in a purìtanicaì rel,igìous order can be

reìated to the resistance of a se]f-contained ìanguage to accept and

incorporate other languages within jt, Tostevin descli bes the perìl of

enclosing oneself not only into a rigid religìous, but also Iinguistic system:

"Ir]efusing translatìon, or even the contamination of one language with

another, m'ight give us the jllusion of authentjcity and pulity, but it is only

an iìlusion which eliminates the possibiììty of a relation of djfferences,'

("Contamjnationr' 14), But the religious order perpetuates, rather than

relates, differences between the chastity of God's workers, and the impurity

of sìnners who need to be educated in the ways of the righteous. As such,

Laura is warned to avoid contact with the "pure" chalice when drinking the

blood of Chrìst, This custom forces the young girl to accept what is given her

in sì1ence, bowing to a higher authority, as women have been culturally

conditioned to do. As well, the narrator is required to relìnqujsh her

innermost sinful thoughts to the prìest, the representative of God who sits on

the opposìte side of an imposing grille that marks the separation between

lowly vassal (vessel ) and Divinity. In all other aspects of convent Iife, the

young Laura is encouraged to hold her tongue, not to talk back and to follow

orders, but in the confessional, she ìs compel led to impart, and at times to
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invent, her weekly sins to be forgiven by her ìnterlocutor, The socio-

lìnguistic structure (represented by Laura's confession) seeks expansìon into

the narrative it requires (the priest's conditions), Saying the "wrong" thìng

in the classroom means you will face a reprìmand in the convent. Having

dìsobeyed the rule of silence by uttering somethjng controversial, Laura is
rrmarked" by "cards blazoned ìn red hanging from her neck', (21) (as poor Hester

Pryme is stamped with a red "A" as punishment for committing adultery ìn The

Scarlet Letter). The narrator is taught faithfully to follow the rules that

are imposed on her to discourage any origìnal/ìndjvidual thought or act,

Even as Laura decries the type of repress'ive ritual which perpetuates a

monologic, hierarchjcal order, she does apprecìate the positive role that

religious tradition has pìayed ìn her life, and enjoys attendìng the annual

midnight mass ceremony, Laura remarks that she ìs continually drawn to rituals

by "the choreography of gestures and words, the alìegoricaì f,igures who people

myth and Iiturgíes" (68); she is attracted to these religìous stories because

of what they represent, Tostevin expla'i ns that relìgìon is "largely defined by

its forms and wh'i le its concept and ìdeologies are expressed through its

rituals and ceremonies, the appreciation of its forms is not necessari ly

limited to its system of belief" ("Is this where" 28). She adds that religious

rituals for her are important not because of the'i r message, but the way in

which they express their message, so that the feelings these rituals invoke in

her are independent of their form, or their words' objective meaning. "You

always have to see past the story" (68), Laura's mother says, meanìng that the

worth of narratives, traditìons, and even rituals, is not to be found in their

manifest content, but in the way they can be applied to oners own Iife.

Implying that storjes rrliverr on inside us, Tostevin adheres to a more apt
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meaning of tradition, one close to l{ebster's: ,'the handing down of

information, beliefs, and customs by word of mouth or by example from one

generation to another without written instructjon, "
The oral tradition of rec,itìng tales plays a significant role in the

iife of the narrator, for in reflecting the people and places of her colourful

bac kg round/geog raphy, traditional oral story-teì ling teaches Laura to

appreciate hen orjgins and gìves her confidence to vJrite her own story which

merges dìverse tales, tellers and pìaces. She expla.i ns the merit of

transmitting our past with our vocal cords, stressìng that it is not the

truthfulness of stories that is essential, but theìr good intentions:

That's probabìy why I iove listenìng to ourselves talk, even jf we do
repeat the same stories over and over again. They give shape to those
long expanses that would have been forgotten otherwìse, each story as
intimate as family or an old friend. you come to appreciate them iortheir good intentions, aware that they don't always tell the truth.
They select, discard, and amend pìots that become history, That,s hote we
i nvent oursel ves (20),

Through the cycle of tetling and re-telling stories, we reproduce ourselves,

returning to the past and supplanting those narrat,ives/experiences into new

contexts i n the present. Rati onal i zi ng that hi stori es refl ect the dì fferent

facets (faces, facts, feats) of our chi ldhood, we can then expand ourselves to

incorporate many voices and places, rather than Ijve,i n a monologic economy,

Unlike the canonical hìstory devoted to ,,facts,', stories become ìmportant for

their intentions; Iike religious traditions, they are important not menely for

their manifest, but aìso the'i r symbol ic, content. The tales that the

narrator's parents tell her further her appreciation of not only her own

orìgins but also those of her parents, who, through their stories, give their

daughter messages or advice taken from their own experience.

Laurars mother repeats the legend of Rose Latulippe to teach Laura that
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a woman must not succumb entirely to her sexual desires, for jf she does she

wiìl be punìshed by the social and religìous order. The allegorìcal tale of

Rose proffers several endìngs: she becomes a nun, she remains an oìd maid, or

she marlies her fiancé and bears at least a dozen children, Rememberìng what

her mother reads her, Laura affjrms that,

Allegorìes aìlow her lmother] to hint at things other than what is
actually beìng saìd. Her memory becomes so absorbed by the ambìguities
of her circuitous accounts that the facts can be altered any way she
wants, because they are, after ail, on'ly ìncidental details of a story
(53).

Te'ì ling this legend while dissoc'i ating herself from the protagonist permits

Laura's mother "to warn agaìnst, while dìffering from, the moral of the tale"

(53); sñe is no Rose Latulìppe (whore), but neìther--to name the second half

of the binary that informs the reeeption of the story--is she a "saìnt," like

her own mother, Both women are carr.i ed away (as transport) in a sìngle-track

economy--Laura's deceased grandmother's body is moved by train (le cheval de

fer) and Rose's unconscìous body js whìsked away by horse (le cheval)--which

has technological ìy changed over the years, but which has silenced and branded

these riomen with similar fates. The story presents the tvJo versjons of women

that Laura is offered as a child (angel or whore) offerìng no other space in

between in which a woman can transmute these extreme defjnitions to develop

her own sense of seìf, Remembering this story from her youth, Laura is able to

see that her mother was encouraging her to take charge of her own body, and to

make her own tracks, rather than beìng consumed by a ìarger patriarchal body.

The tale of "The Old t{oman and the Knight," told jn Chaucer's ,'The Wife

of Bath's TaIe" and extracted from Her , a book gift from her

mother, imparts a message similar to that of the tegend of Rose Latulippel

women want and need to attajn power over theìr own ìÍves, and the equaìity of
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men and women can only be achieved through men's relinquishìng of povJer, Laura

has read through this parable so frequently that it becomes ingrained in her

memory, as spoken stories rest within the mind of the teller, Laura's mother

does not cease to read her the narratives over and over again from the time

Laura is four years otd. Their habit of readìng echoes the oral story-tel lìng

tradition; although the same tales are repeated, supplyìng continuity from one

generation to another, they are conveyed by a rich assortment of telìers, each

with his/her unique narrating style, Laura's mother indirectly encourages her

daughter to deviate from the beaten path/way to foìlow her own meandering

story I i ne.

In telling stor,i es about an array of characters and places, the

narrator's father also persuades Laura to resist a sìngle-minded historicai
tradition in whjch all lives are melded together. He speaks of his own

experiences as a child and adult in Northern Ontario, offering a multi_

coloured hìstory that includes not onìy himseìf, but aìso characters such as

the Prophet of the Rand. The prophet's personai rendition of events in the

days of ear'ly colonized canada, spoken aloud to groups of men who will later
transmit these stories to their family and friends, d,i stìnguishes itself from

a written public history about the same events. According to Jan Vansina, oraì

traditions are unique in that they 'make an appearance only when they are

told. For fleeting moments they can be heard, but most of the time they dwel'l

only in the minds of people. The utterance is transitory, but the memories are

not" (Vansi na xi ) .

Because it is unrecorded, oral history requires that the teller memorize

details of events, and names of peopìe and pìaces in order to communicate it
to hìs/hen ìisteners; the more imag.i native the storyteìler, the more s/he
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distorts the facts, In this way, an unwritten tale is adapted and modified

over time as it is told in different voices and places to an ever-changìng

audience; I'it is possible for a mind to remember and out of nothing to spin

complex jdeas, messages, and instructions for lìvìng, which manifest

continuity over time" (Vansina xi), Because it does not have to remain loyal

to any formuìated account, voiced history can metamorphose, assuming different

shapes wh'i le still retaining essentially the same content--what matters is

ínsíde the story, insìde the body. A tale which ìs relayed from mouth to mouth

'i s not any 'ìess significant than a history recorded in a book--the details and

facts are merely committed to memory, living inside the bodies of those who

are a part of those events and experìences. The parables, legends and

anecdotes originate in and are relayed by the body, thereby connecting.

indivjduals to form a history that beìongs to everyone.

This concept of history as a collective body is especialìy important to

the women whose bodjes have been otherwise voided. In Latakia, Audrey Thomas

relates a narrative ìn which women speak theìr experiences to an enormous

woven tapestry whìch incor:ponates the seemingly irrelevant lives of people:

"[a]ll the houses are jo'i ned to one another, just as all the 'l 'ives appear to

be joined. There are no secrets, Each woman's joy and sorrow beìongs to all

the rest" (Thomas 55).

Laura's father remarks that voiced stories allow even the smallest names

to be remembered--the ones not mentioned in the written records which focus on

rrbigrr names Iike Prospectors and Discoverers, The life of the average person

is made sìgnìfìcant because it is included in a verbal history when it wou'ld

have been otherwise voided from a written account. Oral story-tel ìers commonly

enploy a narrative technique that Toolan calls "analepsis," to recount, and
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therefore gÍve sìgnifieance, to past events and lives deemed un.important at

the tìme; as these narnators gìve back voice to persons forgotten .in the grand

historical scheme, Tostevin re-verses women with the speech of which they have

been deprived in publ ic history. The oral story-telling tradition connects

publìc with private experience, brings courage to the tellers, meanjng to

communities, and contact between generations. Tales and legends are not only

translated from a particular to a succeeding age and culture, but also from

one Ianguage to another, and from one form (oral) to another (wrìtten),

transforming themselves to fit into nete contexts.

Lola Lemire Tostevin infers that it js not necessari ly the form or

content of a story that evokes feeìings but the way in which it ìs uttered.

For her, tvritten accounts are the translation of sensations inst.i ìled by oral

discourse in which she hears the lives of women and men bel ieved forgotten.

Audrey Thomas aptly describes the vocal nature of women's history as she

describes the female Cretans spinning and winding wool around their hands, and

"talking talkìn9 talkìng, The history of the street, too, is being spun,

embroidered, wound by these same women" (Latakia 55), Oraì and indeed feminist

re-writings of hìstory, give history back to the people, and in gìvìng them a

past, a'lso help them towards a future of their own making, ',Oral traditions

have a part to pìay in the reconstruction of the past. It is a part

simiìar to that played by written sources because both are messages from the

past to the present, and messages are key elements in historical reconstruc-

tion" (Vansina 199). In Froo Moon, both oraì and written accounts are

essenti al in renderì ng the narratorrs own i ntegrated autobi ographi caì novel .

As Laura converts her father,s spoken history onto the blank page, she

realjzes that she is not only translating the spoken word into the written
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word¡ but also her father's French into her English, and history into fiction.
The writer becomes "alchemist, practisìng the arcane art of transmuting

elements of real ity into the shining, enduring element of fiction" (l6f). She

practìses alchemy asrra power or process of transforning something common into

something special" (t¡/ebster's Dictionarv), ensuring the unrecorded oral

stories of common folk endure in a textual hìstory, The narrator writes that,

"[f]rom my father's point of view his version is more accurate in its relation

to the past, while from my point of view my vers,ion is an advance on the

future" (181). Each translation ,i s merely one version jn the endless

rend'i tions of a story or'ì ife which both circle forward to new possibi'l ,itìes

and backward to fami I i ar memori es, Li ke the narrator, stori es conti nual I y

metamorphose as they move from one location to another, compelìed to adapt

their colours to new environments.

Laurars chi ldhood nìckname, "Kakì,' 1',¡.0n" in Cree), represents her

double-faceted self, ììvìng between two homelands (rural Northern Ontario and

suburban Toronto) and two languages (French and English), and trying to write

a singular history of which she wilt ultimately be the subject. The narrator

wrestles with her identity/subjectivity from her chi ldhood days, when she is

"named IKaki] after the croaking voice of the towty frog" (40). Caught bet$,een

a Cree name and her French Canadian name, "Laure,'r the narrator has

difficulties decipherìng her "real', identìty. While Laura trjes to use her

vocal cords and establ ish some kind of presence for herself, her (translated)

name is deemed "impnoper" not only by her father but also the nuns, who tell
her that "frogr' is another word for swealing; consequently, she is robbed of

speech--she cannot talk around the frog in her throat. The narrator seeks to

regain the voice, the presence that she had in her parents' stories, ìn order
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to present herseìf in a personal (written) history.

It is the coìlaboration of audience and teller in the construction of a

story that the narrator seeks to repìicate in her own fiction; according to

Barbara Godard, feminists "insist on the interactìve, communal nature of the

woman's text: author-to-reader, reade r-to-con text , both-to-extratextual

h'i story" ("Voicing difference,' 92). The narrator essays to draw her reader

into her text while simultaneously drawing her attention to the oral rjtuals

that form her rrextratextual history"--both of which are essential ìn def,inìng

the narrator, The child Laura combines both voiced and Ì{r'itten tradìtion,

ìnsertìng herself into stories and speaking and gesticulating with the

charactens, like the Chinese emperor whom she metaphorically brings alive from

the pages of her L'encvclopedie de la ieunesse, Losìng herself jn her stories

away from parental or relìgious authority, Laura finds that she is happiest

composing and dramatizing scenes in which she is the prìncipal character,

speaking in "her own gibberìsh" (35). The young narrator hopes to create her

own language, a bastardized dialect, which opts for symbols rather than words,

to express ideas and desi res too immense to be boxed into smaller ì,inguistic

packages, Gilbert and Gubar confirm that I'women's imagìnary languages arise

out of a desi re for 'l inguìstìc plimacy and are often founded on a celebration

of the prìmacy of the mother tongue" (Gilbert 95). Even at an earìy age, Laura

searches a territory in which she is free to communicate how and what she

wjshes--to convert the names, languages, and stories she is given into her own

terms, her own mother tongue.

The diversity of the narrator's life is reflected in Tostevin,s array of

origina1ly tìtìed chapters, or anecdotes, each of which refìects a dìstinct

facet of her personal history. It is the combjnation of these fragmented
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shards that form the narrator's kaleidoscopic ta'le, adhering together because

in one signìficant way or other, they all refìect the narrator's image of

herself, The narrator esteems that she can achieve a version of herself

despite her fragmented background by conversìng with her parents and lookj ng

ìnto herself to discover that a person is a product of not one, but numerous,

voi ces, places and traditions,

Before the narrator is abìe to appreciate her vivid background, however,

she must first confront and queìl the dualling factions within her. The

narratorial spl'it between fìrst and third-person that occurs throughout almost

the entire noveì reflects the divorce between the anglophone, m,iddle-aged

mother and wife who ìs presently telIìng the story, and the francophone, pre-

pubescent gìrl who is an object in the narratìve. During her ìife, Laura is

constantly torn between the French language of her parents and ancestors, and

her religious educatìon, and the Englìsh language of her spouse, chìldren and

employment. Laura is tied to French because it binds her to her roots, her

past, and she finds that speaking her mother tongue puts her more in touch

with her feeìings: "as if some emotions can only be expressed in the language

closest to those emotions. As ìf fragments of rnyself can only Iink to specìfic

sounds, As if some emotions had to defy the barrjers of one language in

search of closer bonds,, (23-4), Her innermost passions are connected to and

most eas'i ìy communìcated in the ìanguage which she first mouths--a mother

tongue which is metaphorica'l ly born of the body, She frequently communicates

her excitement or anger ìn French, for French words come forth spontaneously

from her body without havìng to be translated, as English words do, French is

the speech that the narrator's body first learns to produce and which connects

her to her earliest memorjes as a child tiving in the comfort of her parents'
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world; consequently, even as an adult, she remains very attached to her

motherrs (and father's) tongue. Laura admittedìy reverts to her chi ldhood self
('r Im] ì ddl e-aged and stiìl my mother's child,, [23]) when her francophone

mother, making her annual Christmas visit to her daughter,s home, supercedes

Laura as head of the household. Convers.i ng in French with her mother, Laura is

shuttìed backwards in time to her early years spent in a famitiar, ,incìusìve

domest i c envi ronment,

Unfortunateìy for Laura, the inclusion she senses among her French-

speaking parents and ancestors translates ìnto feelings of exclusjon jn the

Catholic convent she attends as a young g.i 11. To be educated in French, she

has to be sent away to an "éco'le separée,', literaìly isolated from the outside

(Engl ish-speaking) world. lhe French in which the girl is instructed does not

induce the warmth she associates with her mother tongue; rathen, the cold,

prìvíìeged discourse of particularly Medicine and Religion causes Laura to

feel alienated from the external world, and from herseìf, Women are encouraged

to follow the stra'ight and narrow path of monologic, parochial discourse if
they desire to attain (as do the nuns) any nominal power within thìs

patrìarchal order; these monologues encourage the narrator,s own sjlence in

the French-speaking convent/ìonal environment. Her mother tongue is translated

into a Father tongue characterized as inflexible and parochial--mal(mâle)

construi t,

Seekìng to escape the walls of the convent and its rigid discourse, the

narrator pursues her interest and adeptness in English, which figures as

emancjpatory by al lowing the young gìrl a channel through which she can assume

some control over her own ìife. Engl.i sh is a means of protect ion/plivacy for

the young girì, who suggests to her mother that they correspond in Engì.i sh,
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for "lm]ost of the nuns spoke ìt badly, and ìf nothing else the letters gave

her the impression that she could evade theìr scrutiny', (171). As the official
inspector of all new Engììsh books donated to or purchased for the convent

lìbrary, Laura soon learns that English is also a site for discovery of what

is put under 'rinterdìction." Her duty, whjch is to report any material

containing suggestjve discourse or scenes esteemed ìnapproprìate for her

fellow classmates, she occasionally fulfills to appease the nuns, but more

often foregoes in her passion to read as much English literature as poss.i ble;

"[t]hus the nuns believe that they have one of their own on their side, whj 1e

the young girl not only gets to read anything she wants, but gets to exercise

a certain amount of power oven the other girls', (173). In ach.ievjng mastery of

a ìanguage as foreign to the sisters as the ìanguage of religion is to
herself, the narrator refuses to be reduced to a silence the nuns would

require, and thus regains controì of her own desires.

Although the Soeurs permit the teaching of Engìish, they esteem French

and Latin as the more essentjal tongues within the convent, and thus have

diff ìcu'lty understanding Laura's fascination with the English ìanguage and her

urge to learn new words by copying their definitions from her EnglÍsh

dictionary, The narrator's interest in etymology--seeking the origìnal

meanings of words which have been lost or distorted over time--paral lels her

search for her own origins (somewhere between her French upbringing and

Eng'ì ish adulthood). The narrator hopes to re-define (translate) the self which

the puritanical discourse of her educatìon has suppressed by adopting a new

language through which she can voice her thoughts and opìnìons and ga.i n some

powen over her 'l ife. Engìish becomes a site of permìssìon and possibil.ity

because ìt is beyond the jurisdìctjon of the nuns, beyond their capacity to
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supervise. Laura "rebels" agaìnst the nuns, French by searchÍng words in

another language, revertìng to what Soeur calls a "perverse pastime," in the

same way that Le Noir, the tailor (originalìy mentioned in Double standards)

rebeìs agaìnst hìs profession (of clothìng people) by posing nude ìn his store

wìndow; both are "perverts" in deviatìng from the trodden pathway to folìow

thei r preferred course.

Laura chooses Engììsh as the language in which she will live and work,

appreciating its strong assimiiative povrers, its tendency, lìke a frog, to

swal low other discourses and cultures down the narrow passage of its slippery

throat and to make them part of one glutjnous mass, In Frog Moon, Tostevin

quotes Robert Kroetsch who says that,

The danger in our t jme is not the Tower of Babel, but making everything
i nto one. Maki ng hi stori cal , cul tural or I ì ngui sti c di versì ty i nto one, : .It is frightening to consider the power of the Engtish ìanguage
to eliminate the natural multipl icty of language, for example (f3i). -

The protagonìst realizes the utilìty of retaining a common national and

international ìanguage ìn English, but she likewise promotes a tolerance for a

b'i ì ingua'l nation whose inhabitants are not forced to espouse either French or

English, For, by encouraging natjonal competition between not only languages,

but also people and cuìtures, the government, who ultimately represents the

nation, discourages a compromise that wouìd aìIow for a nation contert jn its
lìnguistìc and cuìtural dìversìty, Engììsh and French discourse and cuìture in

Canada, are, and always have been, separated by dìfferences in power. Rather

than according one dìscourse significance over the other, however, Tostevin,

(via the narratolin Froo Moon) apprecìates how both work together to help her

construct her ident'ity, As a Franco-0ntarian, the narrator, ljke Tostevin

herself, finds herself not fully in one language or the othen but in an

undefjned area betteeen the two, Lianne Moyes, in her article on Loìa Lenjre
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Tostevin's bìììngual wliting practìce, says that it is difficult to "classify,'
Tostevin as a writer: "In a country where one is either English or French, the

tendency to group her with one category or the other (often wjth women writers

of Québec) risks erasìng the difference of Tostevin's position as ,franco-

Ontarienne"r (Moyes 75), fostevin seeks to re-establ ish this place of

difference between the two sides by incorporatìng elements of both her anglo-

and francophone culture and vernacular into her autobiographical history.

Rather than being si lenced between two discourses, Tostevin uses translation

to move from one ìanguage into another, as a passage to speech, sayjng that,

Babel should have taught us that no one language can ìmpose itself on
the world, yet most of us contìnue to experience the passage from one
language to another as essential loss, To a certain extent it is a loss
but 'it should also be exper.íenced as gaìn ("Contamination,' 14).

Translation al lows transit between places and adaptat.ion to new contexts and

envì ronments--what the narrator aspires to find in Froq Moon, In changing her

colours ("of Her Speech"), the narrator passes between her tvro languages

without discarding one for the other, and is therefore able to rectify her

double jdentity, her amphibian existence, as a francophone gìrl and anglophone

woman by encompassing one within the other, She becomes more comparbie to the

frog after which she is nicknamed, the ',one creature abte to live a double

life, abìe to ìive anywhere and make it feel ììke home,' (156), In In the

Second Person, Greek-Canadian writer Smaro Kamboureli relates how she also

encompasses her two seìves, and two ìanguages into one body: "I grew a second

skìn, wrapped around my seìf another self" (cìted in Godard, 'tDiscourses,t

179), To use the metaphor of a Russian doìl set to describe this nultj-
layeri ng, a woman becomes a doll in a set of nested doìls, each living within

a version of herseìf. Each one breaks out of her siìence, and aìl of thejr

voices blend together to speak as one intrinsic entity: silence is re-versed.
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The narrator first learns to translate silence into sound when she is a

young girl singing in the convent choir. Told to refrain from s.inging because

of her inabi lity to carry a tune (because she sounds ljke a frog), the gìrl is
forced to simply fo'ì low the music and mouth the words, and especially not to

produce any sound, The nuns teach her that singing is an extension of speech,

and that the key to singing ìs to first imagine the sound and then reproduce

it fron wjthin the body, Essentiaìly, they encourage the girls to imagine what

Laura perceives as the unimaginabìe, for while she can re-create ìmages, she

has great dìffìculty envisioning sound, For an entire year, Laura never utters

a word during choir c1ass, but instead of allowing her musical ineptness to

repress her thìnk'ing and creativity, she uses her muteness as a means of

expression, The si]ent words on the page gìve way to the image that the word

would have stood foli f she had spoken it. Lianne Moyes writes on Tostevin,s

playing with the word "spoke" (in Double Standards), using it to draw

'rattention to the absent discourses that can be inferred from the spoken frame

of reference," Moyes says that Tostevin ajms rrto ìncorporate words normal1y

written off as outsìde a gìven language, to bring the unspoken within the

frame of the speakabìe" (Moyes 78), The author tears down the barriers between

discourses as she "déparìes, " or unspeaks, producing sound but not

distinguishable words. In Froq Moon, Laura learns too to translate the s j'lent

words into images that talk in the sounds that her body produces. Like

Marlatt's Jeannie Alexander who uses her "mouth, " shaped as rran angry powerfuì

o...a mouth \rorking its own inarticulate urge, opening deep" (Ana Hjstorjc

125) to give birth to a "massive syllabìe of slìppery f lesh', (AH 126), Laura

opens her mouth to produce and shape vowe'ìs and consonants which in turn shape

appari ti ons and words.
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As she articulates each vowel and consonant against the roof of her
mouth or her 1Íp, as if readìng to herself, each letter sp,i rals into the
shape of the object 'it is about to spell. .each letter [carves] the
empty space of her mouth jnto a familiar shape (1S-1ô),

Where there was once emptiness within the narrator, there is now fullfillment,
as she stimulates her imagination to translate the silent, written words into

visual shapes and symboìs that communicate as effectively as words, The first
poem in 'sophie puts into words the beauty of sound as a space between

ìanguages: "forget about lylics hear- / the mystery of voice trace in time a

space between the ljnes one note above one note belowt' (9), In ìmag(in),ing

and creating sound from silence, the narrator learns that she, and all women,

can speak agaìnst the muteness that has been thrust down thejr throats and

declare the val idity of thejr own unwlitten stories.

The narrator eventual ly learns that writìng offers a space jn which she

is free to imagine possibilities for not only her own 1,i fe, but the lives of

other women; as Mar'latt suggests in Ana Historjc, women desìre and need a

place in which they can confident(ial)ly share their experiences wìth one

another, and metaphorìcally meìd theìr bodies into a 'larger body--a history jn

which aIl thejr voices will be heard, Laura is uìt'imately able to create such

a work by assimilating her younger francophone self jnto an older anglophone

self, and incorporating both of thejr languages into her wrìting. Martatt

asserts that "it is in the energetìc ìmaginìng of all that we are that we can

enact ourselvesr' ('rSelf-Representation" 17), Laura finaìly succeeds in

ìmagining a self which will alìow her to remain loyal to her mother tongue

whíle ìiving within an adopted language, ',Le Baiser de Juan-Ies-Pins, " the

sole chapter entitled in French, reflects the narrator's determination to

maintajn her French roots when writing an account of her life, The chapter

begins wìth the words with which she intends her own novel to commence--"il
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pìeut"--transcribed in the language that she associates wjth her own oli gins,

but ends with the phrase--"Le Baiser de Juan-les-Pins. It was raining.,,,"--
written in both of her tongues, Laura creates new possibìlities for herself as

a woman celebrating both of her cultures and discourses by tiving in each of

them (in the area between the two), This space represents the middie ground ìn

a translative system in which there is,'an operation of interpretatjve

decìpherment, an encodì ng-decodi ng function or synapse" (Steiner 4Z), The

narrator real ises that she ìs ironicaìly most settled when she is situated

between ìanguages, for she is able to decode the monologic discourse of a

patriarchal economy, and encode her thoughts and feeìings ìn her own rendition

of language: a "mi-dire," or ',a kind of midspeak that speaks the part / the

art of the half spoken that opens wide the middle ground" (,soohie 57). It is

this terrjtory that exìsts between aìl dualities that Laura seeks as a

d/wel I i ng i nsi de her.

As Laura aligns the language of her family and education with that of

her spouse, chìldren, and profession, she also blends together her past and

her present ìife, Throughout the novel, the protagonist relates anecdotes in

the past tense about her years spent in the convent and with her parents,

whjle convertìng to the present tense to recount the Christmas festivities
with helimmediate famì ly and parents. Using the past tense to tell stories

from her early ììfe, and the present tense for current incidents, Laura forges

a rift between her younger. and oìder self that she can seaì only as she ìearns

to apprecjate that both past and present tates told in diverse places and

voices constitute her body, her hìstory; Jan Vansjna confirms that "tradìtions

are documents of the present, because they are told in the present. yet they

also embody a message from the past, so they are expressìons of the past at
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the same time, They are the representation of the past in the presentr' (Oral

Tradition xiì). Tradìtions and rituals encourage Laura to maintain contact

with the past that has so influenced her, enfolding her within a cycle that

turns her back ìnto the familiarity of her past and forward into the diversity

of her present and future.

The double-helical DNA structure is an apt model for epitomising Laura,s

vision of her own self: as the two halves spiral between the past and present,

they entwine to form the one molecule whìch replìcates within her own body and

determines her charactenistics. Rather than forgetting the past as events and

people that have come and gone, i rrelevant to those of the here and now, the

narrator apprecìates what she has learned ,in her younger years, using her

memory to sp'i raì her backwards in time, According to Tostevin, memory houses

our past, builds rooms that resist closure so that vre may always enter them

and reflect there on our origìns, The narrator achieves harmony between the

girl (wlitten jn third penson) and woman (denoted ìn first person) by

remembering what, against the odds, she learned at the convent and realizing

thìs knowledge in the present;

shers cramming for a science test in spìte of the nun's warnings that
cramming wìlì only make her forget everythìng rìght after the test. But
sñe didn't forget, because as .I look across the bay I remember how the
movement of heat converts into new forms of energy as it travels from
one place to the next (215, my emphasis).

As the narrator moves from one place to another duling her 'l ifetime --
Northern ontario to Toronto to Parìs--she transforms herself into ,,new forms

of energy, " fittjng into new environments and circumstances, The adaptations

serve as yet further signs of trans'lation, Born in June, the month of the

"Moon of the Frogs," Laura assumes characteristics of the moon under whjch she

is created, the same moon perhaps which the protagonist, Alice, ìn Audrey
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Thomas' Intertídal Lífe alludes to in thinking of aìl women's connection vrith

the lunar bodyl "[slisters of the moon ì{e are, shape shifters but oh so

predìctable in our shifting, lt/e hold the water of the world in our nets"

(206), The moon determjnes womenrs bodily rhythms as sure'ly as it does the

rhythms of the tides and al lows them to drift in the space between sea and

1and, amphibian on the currents of their own meanìng, Laura shifts and alters

her own shape to accommodate the changes in her mutable environment, Imìtatìng

the frog after which she is named, Laura changes her external epídermis but

remains the same 'inside her body; she says that the "frog yearns to change Íts
skin, puìI it over its head Iike a dress, place it in ìts mouth, chetv it,
ingest it, so the fiction of the body is never lost,' (2lS). The narrator,s

older body folds within it the body of her younger self, both reproduced

through the telling of stories, She remarks that y,e store insìde us our

expenience and knowledge and all that is to come will only be a repeat of that

knowledge; r'[t]he future onìy holds more of the same. As such it has already

been invented" (109), To refer again to Genetters narrative "frequency," or

the repetitive capacity of stories, we can appreciate that though we may

experience the same events, the manner in which we perceive those events

changes so that there ìs a divers'ity in the continuìty of a history.

Froo Moon mimjcs the cycìe of tìme and history by both begìnning and

endìng wìth "The Chorus, " a body representing a history which speaks ,in one

voice but which is a colourful assortment of people of multip'le languâges,

cultures and traditions, Such is the narrative that Laura decides to write

about her own life, Once Laura realizes that she does have the prerogat.ive to

determine her own destìny (obtaining the power over her life that "The Oìd

Woman and the Knight" says all women wish), to pursue her one great desire--
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wliting--she is able to embody the past within her to live in the present, and

proceed into the future. She does not metapholically expel from her body the

francophone gìrì of Northern 0ntarì0, but rather stor(i)es her inside as an

intrinsic part of herself, This young g,i rl will always partìal ly frame the

oìder woman but never wjìt she seek to paint the elder out of the picture. The

woman in turn gjves power to her younger self by subjectifying/incorporatìng

her into the "I," instead of ìeaving her in the third-person objectifìed
ttshe, 

"

Throughout Froq Moon, Tostevin employs what Michaet Toolan terms "free
indìrect discourse,r' or the weavìng together of narratorial indirectness with

character dì rectness, as the narrator fluctuates between teìting her story in

first and then in thi rd-person. White this alteration in narrator creates an

interesting counterplay between Laurars younger and older selves, it also

perpetuates Laurars feelìngs of alienation from her own self, unabìe to

combine the two narrators into one untìl she sees that both her francophone

and angìophone sides can speak as one voice and one subject, Even though the

narrator reverts to using 'rI" to refer to herself at the end of the novel,

this rrl'r is not static, for if it were it would then indìcate that Laura is

not subject to mutation. Tostevin reveals to interviewer Janice l{il lìamson

that ¡rsubjectivity can never be one subject or static because immedìateìy we

become defined into that one subject. The 'I' ìn my book is an ongoing ,I,, an

ever-changing 'I'; the 'subject-in-process, I to use K|i stevars termt' (Soundino

274). Writìng herself in the first-person allows the narrator to assume

presence as the subject of a history, but one which js not impervìous to

change as is the inflexibìe subject of traditional narrative.

The protagonistrs abi l'ity to subject herself in her own novel provìdes a
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model for women to write their own lìves and experiences into historìes,

Tostevin addresses the necessity of providìng more than one unheterodox

version of the past whìch, in dism'i ssing women from its yellowed pages, has

perenially denied them a voice. Writing becomes not only a means of

communicatjng women's versions of the past, but aìso a way for male and female

accounts of an event or situation to communicate with each other, Froq Moon

exemplìfies such a gender ìnterchange when Laura's Englìsh teacher, Madame

Wickersham, writes a response to a fellow teacher, Mr, l{oolacott, who blames

the current poìitical and economic distress on femaìe instructors, Laura's

English teacher retal iates, provìding some facts on the actuality of the

situation: women are treated as inferio|in the educationaì system, as they

are in a patriarchaì economy. In providing Laura with a copy of her ìetter of

refutation, Madame lTickersham urges Laura to speak up for herself and to not

aììow anyone, especial ly not a man, to speak for her,

Assert'ing that writing, art and music are media for self-expression and

transformatjon, Laura's English ìnstructor echoes the theory of another

teacher, Barbara Godardt these media, as translative activitìes, foster

creativity and oliginality, not mere imitation of a prevìous work, Women's

history, too, is not merely a re-teriting of traditional discourse but a

unjque, transformative work in which, accordìng to Madame Wickersham, "there

exist possìbilities far beyond the obvious" (174), It is through the tetling

of stories, rituals and traditjons jn which women ìmagìne all that they can be

that the female body ìs re-produced, re-turned and re-versed into a hìstory

that is truly 'rwoman-handled."



CHAPTER FOUR
CONC L U SION
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Femjnist post-structuralists, including Daphne Marlatt and Lola Lemire

Tostevìn, employ a reversed, or translated, dìscourse to enable the muted

subject of traditional discourse to speak in her own rìght, They speak from

within the discourse whjch has silenced them, but assert their authority as

subjects deviating from the I inear trajectory of male-centered experiences. As

we have seen in this paper, female authors seek to open a discurs,ive space

within which women can validate thei r" own histories. The power the patr.iarchal

discourse has come to assume opens itself up to possibi'ì ities of such

resistance by the very forces that have elevated it to its stature:

'Discourse transmits and produces power; jt reinforces it but ìt atso
undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to
thwart it, In Iike manner, silence and secrecy are a shelter for power,
anchoring ìts prohibitìons, but they also loosen its hold and provide
for relatively obscure areas of tolerance' (Foucault, cjted in Weedon
f11).

Chris Weedon states that reaction against the dominant at the leve'l of the

indìviduaì subject is the first step ìn the production of alternative forms of

narrative, Marlatt and Tostevin have welì demonstrated the discursive

variations that female writers can adopt to speak out of the silence that the

patriarcha'l canon has ìmposed on them. Another author who employs structural

and referential narratjve techniques similar to those of these two writers,

but who I have unfortunately had to forego jn the interest of this paper's

length, is Audrey Thomas. I wiìl briefly touch on the key affinìties among

Thomasr novel , Latakia, Marlatt's Ana Historic and Tostevin's Froq Moon to

jlluminate how the authors translate/return women as subjects in a discourse

whi ch has excluded them,

Marlatt and Tostevin refer both to their own and to other women's lives

and perceptions, then ìn foregrounding how e,omen see the world as opposed to

how they have been seen (objectified) in it. So Thomas focuses on the ways
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Rachel , the protagonist, views/reads mythology, literature, daily experiences,

sex, and other people, in a substantially dìfferent way than does her lover,

Michael , While in Greece, orìginary site of our patrjarchaì "cìvilization
(aithough paradoxically, Crete was jnitialìy a matrìarchal society), Rachel is

inspired to re-present a lost female presence in a culture which has advocated

a specifjc way of thìnking and seeing--by objectifying the Other, The

protagonist attempts to convince Michaeì to adopt alternative forms of

perception which focus on the shadings and small details of daily life, and

thereby allow us to appreciate the fragments that make up the whole of human

existence. Rachel muses that she sometimes feels like an Impressionist

painter, want'i ng to sacrìfice the subject for the scenery, to portray 'lovers

ìn a landscape, but only as one part of it: I'they are shape, tone, movement

(or 'lack of it), not STORY. The trees and rocks are just as important. I want

to stop ìookìng for the 'eternal aspect' of the story" (Thomas 30). Like Annie

and Laura in the other two novels, Racheì strives to look beyond the

dominatìng (male) subject of the historicaì pìcture to foreground and bring

jnto the ììght (in true Impressionist style) the previously shadowed female

I i ves and experi ences.

Through the process of writing the I'letter" to her ex-lover, Rachel

transforms her own thoughts, desires, and perceptions from her mind into

wrìtten form, But she rejects the Iinear plot structure of conventional

narrative in favour of a cyclical pattern to recount her story whìch, wrìtten

in the form of a letter to an ex-lover, moves from her present life in Afrìca,

to her past life in New York and to her recent past traversing the ocean

between the two, As Racheì reflects on her voyage from one continent/place to

another, she is not so much focussed on her destinatjon, as the process of
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moving between the two, This passage from one terrjtory to another remìnds us

of the method of translation through which femìn'i st writers seek to re-

jnscribe women's lives, under-valued jn the patriarchal "source text," into a

non-traditional hìstory, or "target text," It is in this right/write/ rite of

passage (a ritual associated with an individuaì's change in status) that the

female protagonists in these novels are compelled to metanorphose/ re- const ruct

- their ìdentity to adapt to their changjng environment/culture. As Rachel

travels from North America to Africa, Annie moves from Britain to Canada, and

as Laura llìigrates from Northern to Southern ontarì0, they a1l transfer from

one vision of their selves to new, more confident and independent versions,

Throughout these three noveìs, the mìddle-aged female narrators fiuctuate

between their secure, though not completely satisfying present ìife, and the

excìting but unsettling possibìlitìes of a new existence in whjch they can

pursue thei r desi res,

Thus, the narrators are presented with the dichotomy of tvro cultures and

the two discourses that reflect those cuìtures: the ìanguage of the domjnant

in which they have been well, and not so well, versed (out of a significant

presence within ìt), and a pìausìble female-inclusive, re-versed discourse,

Rather than nonsens ical ì y abandoni ng the present l i nguì sti c system, the

protagonists (and the authors) resort to wrìtìng fron withín the dominant

discourse to internally resist its claim as sole provider of truth, for as

Chris Weedon asserts, "Iilt is possjble for femìnists to approach the question

of truth from within thjs same discursive framework, aiming, through reversal ,

to establish new truths, compatjbìe with their interests" (13f). The authors

therefore work both inside and outside of (between) discourse as they

transcribe the hìstory of thejr body into the body of language from which it
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has been absented.

To include themselves ìnto the estabìished canon (the set of "source

textsrr), women must first re-read hìstory to reinscribe its prevaiìing codes,

and to open a space of difference. As women learn to read their own histories,

or bodies, they can then translate them into a narrative which foregrounds

their desires. Wrìtjng, which is born of reading (the body), provides a means

for women authors to utter themselves in their own re-visions of patriarchal

discourse, As Tostevin and George Steinen attest, both writing and reading are

transformative acts whereby the interpreter translatesr or rrrereads" the

orì9inaì work jnto her own idiolect to make sense (or non-sense) of it.
Writing becomes a process of rereading--not merely reading, which "would only

be writing/without breathìng a y,ord," as Tostevin writes in her poem "rerrin
Double Standards, L'ianne Moyes interprets this poem to sìgnify that "Iw]riting
as rereadìng, as a process of re-marking discourse and social relations, is a

way to break this silence, to inhabit two languages" (80). Rather than beìng

muzzled by an exclusive history, the narrators in Ana Histoli c and Froo Moon

convey their own story--a rereading or translation of traditional dìscourse,

As Tostevi n apt ly re-marks:

rereading reverses to resist to revense the
movement along the curve of return as the wel l-turned
phrase turns on herself to retrace her steps reolient
and continue in a dìfferent voice
("re, " Double Standards).

Ìrlo longer is the translator silent behind the text¡ on the translation a

supplement to the main body of work, for the translator denounces her posìtion

as object, (re)embodying herseìf in her own version of the past, and thus

creating a space for herself, and all women, in the present and future,
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